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Mushroom Research Centre:
A Remarkable Mycological Retreat
Led by Dr. Kevin Hyde of Mae Feh Luang University
in Chiang Rai, Thailand, a group of fungal experts and enthusiasts joined together a decade ago to set up the Mushroom Research Centre (MRC) in a forested area, north of
the city of Chiang Mai in the northern Thailand. Situated
at an elevation of 770 msl (map reference 19° 07.200’ N,
98° 44.044’ E), this non-government and non-profit organization has been promoting studies of fungal diversity
and taxonomy throughout Asia and the rest of the world
by providing opportunities for students to receive practical and hands-on training and expertise in fungal biology.
Beginning in June 2003, MRC has been the site of several workshops and training programs on topics such as
fungal diversity and taxonomy, plant quarantine taxonomy, aquatic fungi and the identification of macrofungi.
Leading mycologists, including Dennis Desjardin, Eric
McKenzie, Steve Stephenson, Steve Miller, Else Vellinga, Pedro Crous, Philippe Callac, Silvie Rapier, Philippe
Silar, Olivier Raspe, Mieke Verbeken and Gaston Guzman from the United States, Netherlands, New Zealand,
France, Belgium and Mexico have spent time collecting
and working at MRC. During the summers of 2010, 2011
and 2012, MRC served as the base of operations for a program funded by a grant from the National Science Foundation of the United States. The program provided an
international research experience for students from the
United States and SE Asia. Other students have been invited from all over the Asian region and accommodated at
MRC, with their visits funded through various other international fungal biodiversity and collaborative research
grants. Numerous students enrolled at various universities
in Thailand have successfully completed their M.S. and
Ph.D. research while working at the MRC. The beauty of
the facility is that students with a desire to work on fungi
can reside at MRC for the entire period of their field and
laboratory research. The macrofungi of MRC and surrounding areas in northern Thailand are currently being
studied, which has resulted in numerous new species, new
records and an amazing biodiversity (e.g., Le et al. 2007a,
b; Sanmee et al. 2008; Kerekes and Desjardin 2009; WanContinued on following page

Figs. 1-8: 1. Entrance to MRC. 2. Main hall at the reception. 3. Library at MRC. 4 & 5. Mycology laboratory. 6. Dining hall. 7. Example of the staff quarters. 8. Student group at MRC in 2010.
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nathes et al. 2009a, b; Van de Putte et
al. 2010; Zhao 2008; Zhao et al. 2010, 2011a,
b; Vellinga et al. 2011; Karunarathna et al.
2011a, b).
Two of us (DJB and MS) recently had the
opportunity to visit and spend two nights at
MRC. As members of a team consisting of
four microbiologists, we collected and worked with fungi. We ended up with a huge collection of macro- and microfungi, which included numerous agarics, bracket fungi,
puffballs, stinkhorns, earth tongues, cup
fungi, members of the xylariaceae, fungi with
stromatic ascocarps, morels, leaf-spots, and
slime molds. Our collecting efforts were rewarded with the identification of most of
these fungi being confirmed by examining
them on the same day using the microscopes
and other facilities available in the fungal laboratory at MRC. Rostrohypoxylon J. Fourn.
& M. Stadler, described from material collected on the dead bark of Lithocarpus, Annulohypoxylon bahnphadengense J. Fournier
& M. Stadler, and A. maeteangense J. Fourn.
& M. Stadler, were based on samples gathered at MRC (Fournier et al. 2010).
MRC consists of six main buildings that
include a well-equipped, state-of-the-art, fungal study laboratory, an up-to-date mycological library, a lecture hall with an audio-visual facility, an acentrally located main
building, a fungal museum and a ready-toserve and eat dining hall, all situated in a
sprawling, undisturbed, evergreen tropical
Fig. 9. Some of the macrofungi that occur around MRC.
forest adjoining the highway from Chiang
Mai to Pai, Thailand. The dining hall, located
MRC is easily accessible from Chiang Mai, the
on the bank of a beautiful lake, provides the serene
fourth
largest city in Thailand, which is well-connecand enchanting ambience required for all of those
ted to Bangkok by air, rail and road. Students can
working on fungi. The facility, in addition, has six
come and stay at MRC for periods ranging from a
student chalets (each of which can accommodate
few days to a few months and complete the project
three students), four staff cottages and several single
work on fungi in a stipulated time period. Guidance
rooms on the lake.
on the biology of fungi is available from internatioDuring our visit, we realized the potential of
nally known mycologists. Facilities of all kinds, from
MRC from an entirely different aspect. The current
food, lodging and leisure are available. Microbiologitrend worldwide is for students of higher learning in
cal media and microbial cultivation facilities are prothe biological sciences to undertake the supportive
vided. Fungi can be microscopically examined, studissertation work at external institutes and universidied, photographed and successfully identified.
ties in countries other than their own. For such stuInternet facilities and 24/7 electricity and water supdents opting for fungal studies, MRC will undoubtedply are available. The dining hall provides hygienic
ly represents a Mecca. The basis for an entire thesis
or dissertation can be drafted in one period at MRC.
Continued on following page
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and nutritious food for the visitors. Stepping into the
Centre, one will feel fungal ambience in everything,
be it the building designs, wall architecture, wooden
holdings, furniture carvings and even in miniature
key chains!
The administration of MRC is making efforts to
provide an academic credit-sharing facility that
would allow undergraduate, graduate and post-graduate courses taught at Mae Fah Luang University in
Chiang Rai to be accepted at other institutes or universities of higher education around the world. The
equivalency of academic standards and other details
relating to the credit-sharing are currently in the process of being worked out.
We would like to extend a welcome offer to rest
of the mycological fraternity and students of mycology to take advantage of MRC. It is fully functional
and will be available for use for students and visiting
researchers from January 1, 2013. Details on making
a reservation for a visit, costs, the calendar of activities and availability, and necessary contacts are available from the administrator of the Centre (e-mail:
mamnina@hotmail.com; Tel: (66) (0)53317423 and
0857199302; website: http://www.mushroomresearchcentre.com).
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MSA BUSINESS
Annual Report of the MSA, 2012
ANNUAL REpORT OF ThE pRESIDENT
To begin my report, I would like to acknowledge all the MSA members who have helped keep the Society running through their service over the last year. The MSA has over 150 volunteer positions,
which is a testament to the supportive nature of our community.
While I cannot thank everyone individually, I would like to express
my particular gratitude to the following: Executive Vice President
Jessie Glaeser and Treasurer Marc Cubeta have done much of the
heavy lifting of the Society over this past year; without them the
MSA would grind to a halt instantly. This year’s Program Committee, Local Arrangements Committee and Foray Organizers, including Jean Lodge, Bob Marra, Erik Hobbie, and Nathan Wilson
have worked very hard under often challenging circumstances to
bring you a well-organized, intellectually stimulating meeting. The
web team, Michael Routhier, Ilya Atkins, and Tod Hagen, have
adapted the excellent site developed for last year’s meeting at the
University of Alaska Fairbanks for the 2012 meeting. Awards Chair
Andy Methven has done a superb job coordinating the activities of
our diverse awards committees, which allow us to honor and promote mycologists at all career stages. Past President Tom Bruns,
President-elect Mary Berbee and Vice President Joey Spatafora
have all been very actively engaged in the affairs of the society and
have offered essential guidance. Mycologia Editor-in-Chief Jeff
Stone and Managing Editor Karen Snetselaar have our journal running smoothly and looking good, with the assistance of a dedicated
group of Associate Editors, Editorial Board members and legions of
reviewers. Inoculum Editor Don Natvig and Webmasters Kathie
Hodge and Jason Staijch play key roles in communicating the activities of the Society to the membership. Again, there are many
others who are not named here, but who nonetheless deserve the
gratitude of MSA members. I offer my personal thanks to all of
them.
Sessions at the 2012 MSA meeting have been supported in part by
several sponsors, including Integrated DNA Technologies, Life
Technologies, GeneWiz, the Rutgers Turf Grass Center, the
British Lichen Society, Fungal Ecology (Elsevier), and
Roche/454. We also acknowledge the ongoing support of the MSA
Sustaining Members, including Mycotaxon Ltd., Sylvan Inc.,
Genencor International Inc., Novozymes Inc., Triarch Inc.,
Syngenta Seeds Inc., and BCN Research Laboratories Inc. Finally, the NSF-supported Research Coordination Network FESIN
has enhanced our gathering, by bringing in participants who might
otherwise not be present.
Detailed accounts of the activity of the MSA are presented in the
various reports from Officers and Committee Chairs (including information on future meetings). Here, I wish to highlight just a few
of the actions taken this year, as well as ongoing discussions.
1. Upgrade of the MSA Secretary position. The MSA Secretary
has consistently been one of the most important and challenging
roles in the Society. To recognize the importance of the position and
to provide some small incentive for participation, the title of the position has been changed to Executive Vice President. In addition,
the Council decided to support travel of the EVP to the annual meeting, when other funds are not available.
2. Funds for Committee Activities. Extensive discussions were
undertaken concerning the size and role of the MSA Committees,
particularly the seven Special Expertise Committees (Biodiversity,

Culture Collections, Ecology, Environmental Health and medical
Mycology, Genetics and Cell Biology, Phytopathology and Conservation). With five positions each, these committees require 35 MSA
members and have been challenging to fill. We considered reducing
the committees, but in the end decided to maintain them and provide them with $500 each ($3500 total), to be spent on activities
promoting MSA interests (with approval of Council required). For
example, the funds could be used to contribute to support of symposia or workshops at the annual meeting (possibly including intercommittee collaborations). MSA members should feel free to contact committee chairs with suggestions.
3. Elimination of the Joint MSA-NAMA Commission on Common Names. One committee that was eliminated is the Joint MSANAMA body that was tasked with determining appropriate common names for macrofungi. The Society is grateful to the members
who served on this committee. The MSA still has a Liaison with
Amateur Mycological Clubs and Societies committee, and it is
hoped that this group can continue to work with NAMA and other
organizations on subjects of mutual interest, such as common
names, education and outreach.
4. Student section organized. One of the most exciting developments of the past year was the creation of an MSA Student Section.
Two events are planned for this year’s meeting, including a workshop on “How to use Fungi to get a job” and an organizational
mixer, including pairings of students with more senior MSA mentors. The MSA needs to continue to support the interests of its student members, who are encouraged to approach the Council, either
directly or through the new section, with ideas for activities that
would be beneficial.
5. AIBS Biodiversity initiative. As reported last year, the MSA
was approached by the AIBS regarding support for an AIBS-led initiative to promote biodiversity science. MSA has endorsed the idea
in principle and has signed on to a report to the AIBS Board of Directors recommending the initiative (I was a member of the ad hoc
committee that drafted the proposal). The MSA has made no commitment of funds to this initiative, however. If the AIBS Board endorses the idea, then a detailed proposal will come back to the
MSA, perhaps later this fall or winter.
These are just some of the issues that the MSA dealt with in 20112012. There are also many unfinished and ongoing discussions,
which will occupy the Society in 2012-2013 and beyond. Following
are some of the current topics, including a number of items that I
had intended to handle during the last year.
6. Exploration of options for a professional Society Manager. At
the 2012 mid-year meeting, the MSA executives decided to create
an ad hoc committee consisting of the President, President Elect,
Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer, Editor in Chief and Managing
Editor to explore the idea of developing a (paid) position for Society Manager. The failure of the ad hoc committee to meet on this
subject reflects the need for the position.
7. New membership options and pricing for Mycologia subscriptions. One of my top priorities as President was to explore
pricing models for subscriptions and memberships that would promote 1) movement to on-line only subscriptions, and 2) increased
Continued on following page
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recruitment of students and MSA members from developing nations. Specific suggestions and a comparison of MSA subscription
options with those of other societies are presented in my report in
the minutes of the 2012 executive council mid-year meeting, which
are published in Inoculum 63(2) April 2012. Unfortunately, this was
another good idea that fell through the cracks. Perhaps the incoming Past-President can be persuaded to invest energy in this area if
the Council agrees.
8. Diverse issues concerning publication of Mycologia. As MSA
members are well aware, the landscape of scientific publication is
changing rapidly. The MSA needs to ensure that Mycologia is being
well positioned and that the society received maximum compensation for its inclusion in aggregation services, pay-per-article systems, and so on. Looming over all of these issues is the need for Mycologia to transition to a purely electronic format. This will surely
be a major focus of discussion in the MSA for the next few years.
Input from the membership is needed to make sure that Mycologia
continues to serve the needs of the Society.
It has been a privilege to serve as President of the MSA.
—David S. Hibbett

ANNUAL REpORT OF MSA pRESIDENT-ELECT
MSA 2015 will be a joint meeting with the Botanical Society of
America (BSA) in Edmonton, Alberta.
One of my duties has been to help select a venue for the next unassigned MSA meeting. Participants at the MSA Executive Council’s
midyear meeting strongly supported the idea of a joint MSA/
Botanical Society of America meeting for 2015 and so, with BSA,
we selected Edmonton as our site. I am looking forward to the collaboration, and to a repeat of the success of our last joint meeting in
Snowbird Utah.
Johanne Stogran, Director of Conferences, Botanical Society of
America provides the following details:
Edmonton - July 24-30, 2015
•
Shaw Conference Centre….Beautiful Centre – Overlooks the
river valley, has a big room with floor to ceiling windows…excellent for posters and exhibits
•
Centre would be free – due to support from the city.
•
Great local support from the University and the local Botanical Garden as well as financial support!
•
Each societies’ members are asked to identify which societies
they belong to….When the conference is over and all the bills
are paid….the profit is split as 50% back to the meetings for
future years…and each society receives a percentage of the
profit based on the percentage of the attendees. Each attendee
of course can belong to more than one society and gets credit
for that.
•
All hotels within walking distance
Fairmont - $189
Westin - $189
Courtyard - $189
Sutton - $169
University of Alberta – Dorms – on the Metro - $59-$69
II. MSA roster for 2012. Thanks to all MSA members to who
agreed to serve! Most of the slots on MSA’s roster of committees
and representatives are now filled. Secretary Glaeser provided me
with a spreadsheet detailing slots that needed to be filled in late winter, which was helpful, giving me more than six months to solicit
suggestions from current committees and other MSA members, and
then to send out multiple rounds of invitations where necessary. I
have yet to find Program Committee Members for 2015 and for
2016, and a local organizer for 2015 but am working on it.
6 Inoculum 63(4), August 2012

III. Recruitment and renewal. In addition to emailing the handful of
non-renewed members that Membership Committee Jean Lodge assigned me, I requested suggestions from council and colleagues,
and invited people I think are outstanding fungal biologists of a variety of flavors to join MSA. The responses were illuminating.
Recruiting those with backgrounds in systematics/phylogenetics
was most successful. For this group, MSA is an important society
for professional development. Our meetings offer a great opportunity for systematics/phylogenetics students to hear excellent talks in
their sub-discipline and to present their own work to an appreciative
audience.
Fungal ecologists and cell and molecular biologists, while generally supporting MSA, were often unwilling to add another society
membership to their slate. The burgeoning size and exciting symposia in the Fungal Genetics conferences at Asilomar show that
fungal biology is in great shape. However, offerings of MSA in cell
and molecular biology, and even in fungal ecology and mechanisms
of evolution could be stronger and the cell session could be better
attended.
Can we make MSA meetings a great experience for all, including
fungal cell and molecular biologists? Unlike, for example, Fungal
Genetics conferences, MSA meetings offer not just principle investigators but also students the chance to shine. How about a prize for
the best student movie related to fungal biology or perhaps an
evening movie session with beer? Louise Glass suggested that student cell and molecular talks could be strategically integrated into
the systematic sessions, eg, if you like ascomycete systematics,
you’ll love to see how ascomycete septa develop? FESIN sessions
helped bring in fungal ecologists over the past years, which has
been great. Keeping MSA as broad as possible is a continuing and
important challenge.
—Mary Berbee

ANNUAL REpORT OF ThE VICE-pRESIDENT
A. MSA Election Results, 2012
The offices of Vice President, Secretary, Councilor – Cell Biology/Physiology, Councilor – Genetics/Molecular Biology, Councilor
– Systematics/Evolution and Councilor – Ecology/Pathology were
scheduled for the MSA 2012 ballot. In addition, changes to two bylaws, one modifying the procedure to elect and notify Honorary
Member and one changing the name of the MSA Secretary position,
were also placed on the ballot by the MSA Executive Council. A
blast email was sent to the MSA membership on Jan 4, 2012 and requested nominations for each council position by Feb 15, 2012.
Each potential nominee was then contacted to determine if they
would be willing to have their name forwarded to the MSA Nominations Committee. Names of nominees who accepted and numbers
of nominations for each nominee were then forwarded to the MSA
Nominations Committee, chaired by Don Hemmes. The top two
nominees with the most nominations for each position were selected by the Nominations Committee, producing the final ballot for the
2012 elections. A short bio-narrative was requested from each candidate and the final ballot with bio-narratives was emailed to Secretary Glaeser on March 20, 2012 and forwarded to Allen Press.
The MSA Annual Election was held from March 30, 2012 until
May 15, 2012. Election results were forwarded to me by Secretary
Glaeser on May 16, 2012. 337 votes were cast electronically and 7
votes were cast by paper for a total of 344 votes. The results of the
elections were as follows:
Vice President: Jean Lodge
Executive Vice President: Lori Carris
Councilor – Cell Biology/Physiology: Rosa Mourino-Perez
Continued on following page

Councilor – Genetics/Molecular Biology: Sarah Bergeman
Councilor – Systematics/Evolution: Andrew Methven
Councilor – Ecology/Pathology: Peter Kennedy

•

By-Laws Change #1: Change procedure to elect and notify Honorary Member (passed).
By-Laws Change #2: Change title of Secretary to Executive Vice
President (passed).
Each candidate was notified of the results by me via email and
thanked for their willingness to stand for election and the continued
support of the MSA.
B. Site selection for the 2016 annual meeting of MSA.
I have initiated a discussion with possible MSA members regarding
site selection and hosting of the 2016 annual meeting of MSA. Any
progress on this issue and lists of potential sites will be reported at
the 2012 Executive Council meeting.
—Joey Spatafora

ANNUAL REpORT OF ThE ExECUTIVE
VICE pRESIDENT (SECRETARy)
The Secretary’s Midyear report, published in Inoculum [63 (2)],
summarized activities from August 2010 to February, 2012. Since
that time I have:
•

•

Assisted President David Hibbett at the midyear Executive
Committee meeting that was held as a teleconference on February 5, 2012. I arranged for the teleconference lines and prepared the meeting agenda and mid-year reports that were submitted to the Executive Council before the meeting. The
minutes of the meeting and the mid-year reports from officers
and committee chairs were published in Inoculum [63(2)].
Among items discussed and approved by Executive Council
included:
— Approved the 2011 Executive Committee minutes.
— Send to Council a proposal to fund the seven Rotating
Committees with $500 each to support activities at the annual meeting (Biodiversity, Culture Collections, Ecology,
Environmental Health and Medical Mycology, Genetics
and Cell Biology, Phytopathology, and Conservation.)
— Send to Council a proposal to discontinue the Joint Commission on Common Names and invite its current members to become active in the Liaison with Amateur Mycological Clubs and Societies Committee.
— Send to Council proposals to place on the annual ballot the
following changes to the Constitution and/or Bylaws:
– A change the title of Secretary to Executive Vice
President.
– Revision of the process of electing and notifying
the Honorary Member of their award.
— Send Editor-in-Chief Jeff Stone to the annual meeting of
Highwire Press at MSA expense.
— Create an ad hoc committee to explore the possibility of
hiring a professional Society Manager who would assume
many of the responsibilities currently done by the Secretary and Treasurer.
Moderated email correspondence and numerous items of discussion with Full Council and Executive Council including email polls
that 1) approved the nominations of Honorary Members and MSA
Fellows as proposed by the Honorary Awards Committee, chaired
by Greg Mueller 2) approved an appointment to the Editorial Advisory Committee, Associate Editors of Mycologia, and the ATTC
representative, 3) brought Assistant Editor Jerry Herbert to the
MSA Editorial Board meeting that will be held during the annual
meeting so that he can interact with the Associate Editors and Editorial Advisory Committee, and 4) allowed two amendments to the
bylaws/constitution to be placed on the annual ballot.

•

Assisted Vice President Joey Spatafora in preparing and distributing the MSA Annual Spring Ballot. As a cost-saving measure,
I personally mailed out hard-copy ballots to approximately 140
members whose email addresses were missing or invalid, including a letter to to remind individuals to update their email addresses through Allen Press. The cost of the mailing, including
international/domestic postage, envelopes, and mailing labels
was $252.00. I counted the hard-copy ballets that were mailed
to me (only 6 were returned via mail but I assume that many
people voted on-line after receiving hard-copy information on
how to access the site) and notified Vice President Spatafora of
the vote totals after being notified of the election results by
Allen Press. Ten letters were returned to me as undeliverable;
these people were removed from the mailing list after I notified
Allen Press.
As part of the mailing of the annual hard copy ballots, I included
a self- addressed stamped postcard to all Emeritus and Lifetime
members who did not have valid email addresses asking if they
wanted to continue to be on the MSA mailing list. I also asked for
email and hard copy mailing address updates if they were still interested in MSA. I received back about 10 cards in each category
(out of 70 mailed). I notified Allen Press of those members who
did not wish to continue their involvement with MSA or were deceased and updated the addresses of the others.
Obtained an estimate from Allen Press on the cost of them
mailing out hard copy ballots so that the future Executive Vice
President will not have to do this labor-intensive job. The estimate (from Allen Press employee Jeff Mercer) was:
“The quote shifts based on the number of ballots mailed
but based on the numbers this year it would be in the
$250 - $300 range. We would produce the candidate profiles and any proposed amendments on two sided copies
and provide a ballot with each question and candidate
names on a single sided page that can be mailed back to
our office. The main expense will be the postage to mail
the ballots and the cost of producing stationary and envelopes. If you feel this is a service you want us to provide we can also quote a higher volume of envelopes.
They tend to be cheaper in bulk so you may want to order
a couple years’ worth of inventory to realize a savings.”

Based on this estimate I will recommend to Council at the annual meeting that Allen Press be contracted to provide this
service.
•
Issued a call to all Society Officers, Councilors, committee
chairs and Society representatives for annual report and agenda items in preparation for the Annual Council meeting at Yale
University on July 14, 2012. Worked with President David Hibbett to complete the agenda for the Council meeting. Compiled and edited all received reports, along with the agenda,
updated the Society Roster, and included copies of the Constitution and Bylaws and minutes of the previous midyear and
annual meetings into the Council package for distribution electronically prior to the meeting. Electronic copies were prepared for the Council meeting and distributed by email before
the meeting. The discontinuation of the Council booklet saved
the Society approximately $400.
•
Updated the Society Roster showing upcoming vacancies for
President-Elect Mary Berbee.
•
Emailed templates and a list of proposed recipients of Certificates of Appreciation for retiring MSA Officers for PresidentElect Berbee. Had certificates printed.
•
Worked with Awards Coordinator Andy Methven to track the
progress of the awards committees and made certain that committee chairs or their representatives were present to give out
all awards. Ordered the awards from Tuller Trophies and
Awards, Tucson, AZ, provided them with the names of the
Continued on following page
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award winners. These were mailed to President Hibbett for
transport to the annual meeting.
Worked closely with Local Arrangements Chairs Hibbett,
Hobbie and Marra and Program Chair Lodge on numerous
preparations for the annual meeting. Provided a list of members invited to the Volunteers’ Social and estimated the number based on those who had registered for the meeting.
Provided a list of 2011 award winners with their email addresses to Treasurer Cubeta.
Provided a list of all members who had passed away during the
current year to Meredith Blackwell. Notified Historian Ron
Petersen of the passing of MSA members as I was notified.
Issued a call for Manual of Operations revisions to all Society
2011-2012 roster members including committee members,
Council members, editorial appointments, special appointments and society representatives. Worked with President
Elect Mary Berbee in updating the MOP.
Checked to make certain that Tom Volk would be available as
photographer during the annual meeting.
Issued an invitation to all Society volunteers, including all Assistant Editors of Mycologia, committee members, Council
members, editorial appointments, special appointments and society representatives to attend the Volunteers’ Social at the annual meeting at Yale University.
Assisted President Hibbett in preparing the agenda for the Annual Business Meeting to be held on Tuesday, July 17, at Yale
University.
Assisted Program Chair Lodge in editing the program for the
annual meeting.
Prepared a list of 164 new or returning members and 2 requests
for Emeritus Membership for approval by the MSA membership. The applications for emeritus status were received from:
Thomas G. Mitchell, Durham, NC, MSA member for 29 years,
and Akihiko Tsuneda, Nanaimo, British Columbia, Canada,
MSA member for 33 years.
Received with sadness the reports of the deaths of the following MSA members and/or noted mycologists: Marjorie
Auchel, Ovidiu Constantinescu, Dexter Howard, B.T. Lingappa, Bob Gilbertson, Audrey Gabel, and Erast Parmasto.
Prepared email express columns (February, April, June, August) for Inoculum that included summaries of Council activities as well as names of new members and emeritus candidates
as received monthly from Christy Classi of Allen Marketing
and Management.
Monitored and approved the sending of 5 blast emails to the Society members since February 1, 2012 through Allen Marketing
and Management. These included: 1) announcements and reminders of annual meeting registration, abstract deadlines, and
student award availability; 2) extensions of annual meeting
deadlines; 3) call for auction items and summary of offerings,
and 4) information about a post-annual meeting workshop.
Responded to email and hard copy mail enquiries on a wide
variety of issues from Council, committee members and
chairs, MSA members, and others. Received and responded to
approximately 3000 emails since July 1, 2010.

I would like to thank everyone who volunteers their time and expertise in various ways to MSA. I am especially grateful to Jean
Lodge, David Hibbett, Erik Hobbie and Bob Marra who have organized this year’s annual meeting at Yale with skill and efficiency. Andy Methven, Awards Coordinator, has made my job much
easier, while former Secretaries Cathie Aime, Faye Murrin, and
Lorelei Norvell have provided invaluable advice and answered numerous questions, providing a continuous memory of MSA events
and protocols for the past decade. I hope to be as useful to my successor, Lori Carris, and wish her the best of luck in this position.
—Jessie A. Glaeser

ANNUAL REpORT OF ThE TREASURER
Meeting, Awards and Symposia finances:
For the 2012 meeting at the Yale Conference Services Center, in
New Haven, CT, $6000 was allocated for 12 Mentor Student Travel Awards at $500 each (Alexopoulos, Barr-Bigelow, Bigelow, Butler, Denison, Fitzpatrick, Gilbertson, Kramer, Korf, Luttrell, Miller,
and Trappe); and $14,200 for 11 research awards (Alexopoulos
Prize $1,000; Backus $1,000; Bartnicki-Garcia $500; Forest Fungal
Ecology $1,000; A.H. and H.V. Smith $1,200; Martin-Baker
$2,000; NAMA $2,000; MSA Graduate Fellowship ($4,000 for two
awards at $2,000 each); Rippon $500; and Rogerson Awards
$1,000). Paul Stamets contributed $2000 for the Forest Fungal
Ecology Award; $1000 per year will be awarded in 2012 and 2013.
Judith McCandless of the North American Mycological Association
contributed $2000 for the NAMA Award to be given this year.
Funds of $10,135.23 were paid out to The University of New
Hampshire for developing the website for the 2012 annual meeting.
Funds of $3,000 were allocated to support symposia. In addition,
funds of $500 were allocated to each of the seven MSA committees
(total $3500) to be used as seed money for symposia, or to support
outreach to the general MSA membership via roundtables or workshops. Funds of $459 were used to obtain a Tenants’ and Users’ Liability Insurance Policy to comply with the Yale University facility
and service use agreement contract for the meeting. The treasurer is
currently communicating with Lee Taylor and Maria Russell (chair
of the local arrangement committee and fiscal professional for the
2010 MSA annual meeting in Fairbanks, respectively) to identify
unencumbered funds that may remain after paying expenses associated with the 2011 annual meeting.
Publication finances:
For FY2012 to date, we have paid production costs for five issues
of Mycologia with production, manuscript tracking, editorial office,
and online publication costs of $211,303.30. Invoices for one additional issue may be paid before the end of FY2012. The editorial assistant finances continue to be paid to The University of New Mexico and reflect payments of $65,331.10 for this fiscal year. Two
additional invoices for editorial costs, and the third and fourth quarter payments in calendar year 2012 will be tracked in FY2013. Total
Allen Management costs for this year to date are $36,261.78 and
have remained relatively constant for the past four years at approximately $36,000 per year. From FY2009 to June 30, 2011, the cost
for the production of Mycologia has ranged from approximately
$29,531 to $44,786 per issue. The cost per issue of Mycologia for
FY2012 to June 30, 2012 was $42,260.68. A breakdown of these
production costs includes; printing expenses ($115949.95); Allen
Track services ($5725); editorial office support ($65331.10) and
online publication services ($24297.25). From FY2009 to June 30,
2012, the total costs for producing an issue of Mycologia have
ranged from $213,930.44 to 313,503.33. The publication costs for
Inoculum increased approximately $133 this year and have remained relatively constant since FY2010.
Publication costs (Inoculum, Allen Management and Mycologia)
Publication expenses
Total
Inoculum

FY 2012
to Jun 30
$253,897.37

FY2011

FY2010

FY2009

$355,139.75 $256,774.40 $280,945.84

6332.29

6199.53

6187.23

9033.47

Management fees
3044.83
author billing
607.30
back issue mailing
2700.12
back issue storage
1299.47
base mgmt. fees
27629.55
Renewal notices, ballots
980.51
TOTAL MANAGEMENT 36261.78

1588.11
1949.13
3376.12
569.96
25977.61
1975.96
35436.89

1044.99
716.34
2404.88
320.26
28938.26
3232
36656.73

567
1066.03
3591.84
425.99
28,095.40
1913.48
35659.74
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Mycologia printing
115949.95
Allen Track
5725
Editorial office
65331.10
Online Publication
24297.25
Reprints
0
Author reimbursement
0
TOTAL MYCOLOGIA
211,303.30
# of issues per year
5 issues
Cost per issue
42260.66

165340.50
6370
108313.58
33479.25
0
0
313,503.33
7 issues
44786.19

158177 147788.23
5041.94
4625
22706
45528.45
25949
35197.45
516.5
3113.50
1600
0
213,930.44 236,252.63
6 issues
8 issues
35655.07
29531.58

Membership:
The number of memberships increased from 1071 in 2011 to 1105 this
year. This increase in FY2012 was largely associated with a 23% increase in student members. However, the income generated from memberships remained relatively constant ($78438 in 2011 versus $78986 in
2012) and was offset by decreases in other membership categories. In
contrast, the number of subscriptions decreased from 623 in 2011 to 574
this year. The number of subscriptions and income generated from subscriptions continues to decline and have decreased approximately 29%
since 2001 and 7% since 2009, respectively.
Number of
Members
Subscriptions
2001
1252
812
2002
1342
804
2003
1295
757
2004
1226
774
2005
1232
763
2006
1185
729
2007
1199
724
2008
1134
713
2009
1123
680
2010
1087
657
2011
1071
623
2012
1105
574
this fiscal year to date (06/30/2012)

Income $ from
Members
Subscriptions
85462
122579
90037
138325
100305
126404
94875
151671
96277
156574
101992
142756
89971
170910
83339
197282
80834
211317
77670
212087
78438
203291
78986
196694

Type

Description

Statistics Report

MYCO Subscription
AFINS
Agency Foreign Inst Sub Print&Online
AFINSB Agency Foreign Inst Sub Print&Online
AINSB
Agency Inst Sub Print&Online
AINSO
Agency Inst Sub Online
COM
Complimentary
FINSB
Foreign Inst Sub Print&Online
INSB
Inst Sub Print&Online
INSO
Inst Sub Online
Total 657 623 574
MYSA Membership
ASC
Associate Member Worldwide
ASCW
Associate Member Worldwide
COMPO Complimentary Online Only
EMR
Emeritus with journal
ENJ
Emeritus no journal
FAM
Family Member
HON
Honorary no journal
HONJ
Honorary w/journal
LIF
Life Member Comp
Life Member Pay
MEMF
Member NON US/Canada
MEMO
Member Online Only
MEMR
Member US/Canada
STUD
Student
STUDO Student Online Only
SUSW
Sustaining Member
Total
Overall Total

2010
1
120
341
134
11
24
15
11

17
5
1
50
117
3
3
21
70
1
172
66
399
129
23
10
1087
1744

2011 2012 2013

98
295
169
12
23
16
10

76
262
190
12
15
8
11

28
24
1
1
48
46
114 118
3
3
3
3
22
23
69
69
2
174 165
78
93
367 353
129 156
24
43
9
8
1071 1105
1694 1679

1

1
1
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Endowment Finances:
The endowment fund amounts are presented in the table below.
During FY2012, $3,294 in funds was contributed to the Mentor
Travel Funds and $3,750 to the Research Funds. Contributions to
the Uncommitted Endowment were $6,703. Seven of the 17 mentor
travel awards and all Mentor Research awards except for the Undergraduate Research Award, have funds of $10,000 or more. Total
endowment funds increased $13,747 in FY2012.
Fund name

Constantine J. Alexopoulos Travel Fund
Alma Whiffen Barksdale/
John P. Raper Travel Fund
Howard E. Bigelow Travel Fund
Margret Barr Bigelow Travel Fund
Edward E. Butler Travel Fund
William C. Denison Travel Fund
Harry Morton Fitzpatrick Travel Fund
Fuller/Emerson/Whisler Travel Fund
R. L. Gilbertson Travel Fund
Richard P. Korf Travel Fund
Charles Kramer Travel Fund
Everett S. Luttrell Travel Fund
Orson K. Miller Travel Fund
Harry D. Thiers Travel Fund
James M. Trappe Travel Fund
Francis A. Uecker Travel Fund
Kenneth Wells Travel Fund
Total Mentor Travel Funds

Totals as of
July 31,
2011

Direct contr Totals as of
as of June
June 30,
30, 2012
2012

10692

225

10917

5794
9863
10625.5
9422
11634
8318
6796
10325
8621
10163.75
11566.5
21384
7477
8256
5060
4050
160047.75

0
0
180
0
50
0
500
200
352
0
250
390
315
427
150
225
3294

5794
9863
10805.5
9422
11684
8318
7296
10525
8973
10163.75
11816.5
21774
7792
8683
5210
4275
163341.75

18289
27218

100
1200

18389
28418

55423
10522
23858
25684
10212
11244
510
182960

1000
0
0
40
50
1200
160
3750

56423
10522
23858
25724
10262
12444
670
186710

Total Restricted Endowment

343007.75

7044

350051.75

Uncommitted Endowment
Total Endowment

239683.5
582691.25

6703
13747

246386.5
596438.25

Constantine J. Alexopoulos Prize Fund
Myron P. Backus Award Fund
George W. Martin/ Gladys E. Baker
Research Fund
John Rippon Graduate Research Award
Clark T. Rogerson Fund
Alexander H. & Helen V. Smith Fund
John S. Karling Annual Lecture Fund
Saloman Bartnicki-Garcia Research Fund
Undergraduate Research Award
Total Mentor Research Funds

General issues
During FY2011, tax-exempt not-for-profit Form 990 and related
schedules were prepared by our accountant John Adkisson ($1500
fee), signed by the treasurer and mailed to the Internal Revenue
Services on January 30, 2012. The Society was charged and paid a
late fee of $1,080 for not filing the tax-exempt not-for-profit Form
990 prior to the due date. John Adkission and the treasurer appealed
this charge since the Society was not notified of the due date in advance and were granted a refund of $1,080 on June 25, 2012. Nor
Faridah Dahlan (Smithsonian Institute) has been appointed as the
Society Incorporation Liaison for the MSA and will assume the responsibilities of Lafayette Frederick, who recently retired from
Howard University. Faridah will be responsible for receiving the
MSA not-for-profit forms from the Department of Consumer and
Regulatory Affairs (DCRA) and forwarding them to the treasurer,
who will sign them, pay the biennial fees, and return the forms to
the DCRA to retain the not-for-profit status for the Society. On
April 5, 2012, the treasurer mailed the Two-Year Report for Domestic & Foreign Non-Profit Corporation Form BRA-28 (version
2), a list of the current MSA Officers, and a check for $80.00 made
payable to the DC Treasurer to process our request on behalf of the
Society. The not-for profit organization fidelity bond and liability

policies for the Society were renewed this year at a cost of $764.
Kathie Hodge renewed our website domain name MSAfungi.org
through April 2015 at a cost of $45. Book editor Bob Marra incurred expenses of $188.20 to ship 12 books for review. The annual membership dues of $300 were paid to American Institute for Biological Sciences (AIBS) and National Science Collections
Alliance with an additional payment of $1,000 to the AIBS Public
Policy Office Service. The matter concerning the bequeathment of
funds from the estate of Alma Dietz (deceased) to the MSA is still
in litigation.
—Marc A. Cubeta

ANNUAL REpORT OF ThE MyCoLoGiA
EDITOR IN ChIEF
Mycologia Volume 103 was completed on Nov 17, 2011 with the
release of issue 103.6. Volume 103 consisted of 1465 pages, 126
regular research papers, two memorials and 3 reviews and one erratum. The production of Mycologia in print and online is mostly on
schedule and going smoothly with good coordination of responsibilities and only minor problems to be solved from time to time.
Issue 104.1, 336 pages, was released Jan 10, 2012 and included an
invited review on AM fungi by Sally Smith and Andrew Smith, the
topic of Sally Smith’s 2010 Karling lecture. Issues 104.2, 259
pages, and 104.3, 192 pages, were released on March 9 and June 11,
respectively. Issues 104.4 – 105.1 are now in various stages of production. A Karling lecture manuscript has been submitted by Joseph
Heitman which will be featured in issue 105.1.
Associate Editors. We thank Pete Letcher, whose term of service
as an associate editor was completed in 2011. Three associate editors were added to the editorial board in late 2011. Bryn Dentinger,
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, has agreed to serve as an associate
editor in the area of Agaricomycete systematics. Ignazio Carbone,
North Carolina State University has agreed to serve as an associate
editor in the area of fungal genetics. Tim James, University of
Michigan, has agreed to serve as an associate editor in the area of
molecular systematics. I also want to thank our Memorials Editor
Ron Petersen for his timely handling of memorials for deceased
members.
Editorial Advisory Committee. Don Natvig has taken over as
chair of the Editorial Advisory Committee. Louise Glass has kindly agreed to serve as a member of the EIC.
Numbers of new manuscripts submitted have continued to increase
steadily over the past four years. During calendar year 2011, 293
new manuscripts were submitted, an increase of 30 (11%) compared to 2010 and 64 (28%) more than were submitted in 2009. For
the first half of 2012, 160 papers were submitted, slightly more than
the first half of 2011. Although I have no data on submissions to
comparable journals it is encouraging that submissions to Mycologia continue trending upward and that Mycologia is attracting excellent and noteworthy papers. Obviously increasing submissions
have increased the workload for the editorial staff. The increased
numbers of submissions also is reflected in somewhat larger issues
in the past two volumes. We have been trying to meet a target of
1400 pages per year, approximately 230 pages per issue.
The acceptance rate for papers submitted in calendar year 2011 was
51%, with about 9% still pending decision as of June 30, 2012. The
average processing time for papers 1/1/11 to 12/31/11 was 42 days
to the first decision and 64 days for final decision. Averaged for the
past two years, the acceptance rate has been 47%, and average manuscript review time 42 days to first decision and 71 days to final decision. The associate editors have been doing a great job in keeping
review and decision times reasonable, and assistant editors Jerry
Continued on following page
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Hebert and Mitch Donahue have been processing accepted papers
promptly and maintaining a high standard of quality for the journal.
The new HighWire platform has been installed and the Mycologia
home page has been updated. Online readership seems to be increasing. In 2010 there were about 75,000 accesses to the home
page, and about 112,000 in 2011 (+33%). In 2010 there were
193,000 abstracts and 246,400 full-text articles viewed, and
155,400 pdf downloads; in 2011 there were 343,800 abstracts
(+78%), 283,000 full-text articles viewed (+15%) and 166,600 pdfs
downloaded (+7%). It would be interesting to have some data from
similar journals to see how Mycologia compares in online readership.

FIGURE 1. New manuscript submissions to Mycologia
2007 – 2011.
TABLE 1. Summary of Mycologia electronic access data
combined from HighWire and CrossRef 2009-2011.
Access Events to
Home page
Current Issue TOC
All TOC
HTML
PDF
Abstracts
Searches
Direct DOI links (Crossref)
a
b

2009
64,437
10,427
11,436
198,459
156,258
164,529
39,233
5,972

2010
74,800
10,701
11,958
246,420
155,419
193,032
33,957
10,302

2011
111,486
13,381
23,083
282,897
166,610
343,831
27,961
16,504

I would also propose that we consider some small, but meaningful,
stipend for the EIC or EEs. To assume that someone will step up
and contribute what is a substantial amount of time without compensation is perhaps an outdated method for managing a journal.
These two points are not mutually exclusive and can and probably
should be considered separately.
—Joey Spatafora

ANNUAL REpORT OF MyCoLoGiA
MANAGING EDITOR
Overall Financial Picture for Mycologia
The finances for the journal continue to be fairly strong. From 2006
to 2011, the average annual income and average annual expenses
were almost exactly the same (approx. $245,000). The simple “income-expense” chart is very difficult to interpret because the timing
of when issues come out and we are billed for the printing isn’t the
same every year. For the current year, we have only paid for five of
the six journal printings, so the expenses are artificially low at this
point. This also means that we haven’t billed for those page charges
yet, so the income column is perhaps 10-12K below where it should
be. Other notes: Editorial expenses were very high for 2010-11
(108K) because the expense for the editorial office did not get paid
appropriately for few years due to issues with negotiating the contract with UNM—so the expenses for 08-09 and 09-10 artificially
low because of that. For 2011-12 we are back on track with editorial expenses (65K). We have increased subscription rates by about
5% each year since 2008-09 but income has not gone up because
total subscription numbers continue to go down. In addition, we
have increased the number of pages per issue and that has also contributed to rising costs. This increase has to some extent been offset
by decreases in the number of copies printed due to conversion to
online-only subscriptions and memberships. In addition, the EIC
and the editorial assistants are to be commended

2012a
104,199
7,672
23,961
131,639
80,839
304,384
14,486
9,946b

as of May 31, 2012
as of June 30, 2012

In general everything seems to be going reasonably well.
—Jeff Stone

RECOMMENDATIONS By Vp SpATAFORA
ON EDITORShIp OF MyCOLOGIA
The current and longstanding administrative structure of Mycologia
includes one Editor-in-Chief (EIC), a Managing Editor and two Editorial Assistants. This current structure places an inordinate amount
of work on very few people. Other journals (e.g., Fungal Biology)
have gone to an alternative administrative structure in which there
are multiple Executive Editors (EE) instead of one EIC. These EEs
are assigned manuscript through some process (e.g., topical, random, etc.) and perform the typical editor functions of rejection
without review decisons, distribution to Associate Editors, directly
soliciting reviews, etc. The benefit of having multiple EEs is that it
distributes the work load and that it creates a structure in which
more active members of the society would be more willing to consider serving as an EE.

Income
2001-2002
177500
2002-2003
160148
2003-2004
206152
2004-2005
188895
2005-2006
187560
2006-2007
243132
2007-2008
255155
2008-2009
253887
2009-2010
265527
2010-2011
265019
2011-12
incomplete 231875
*not including 16K refund

Expenses
222905
203102
299584
199901
256094
244645
206741
232763
212330
313503

No.
Issues
6
5
7
4
6
7
6
8
6
6

Exp/
issue
37150
40620
42797
49975
42682
35645
34456
29095
35388
51250

226036

5

45207

Pgs/ Exp/ Pg/plate
issue** pg income
—
—
—
—
—
27K
231
185
43K
269
185
26K
208
205
30K
181
205
55K
161
214
47K
150
193
28K
234
151
34K
244
210
39K
263

171

21K
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Publish-Ahead of Print (PAP)
There are still some formatting issues with the author-entered data.
The system we are using assumes that authors properly format abstracts, including revising them upon resubmission and inserting
html codes, and this rarely happens. This can result in delays in online publication; further delays occur when authors do not submit
copyright assignment forms. There are also sometimes other issues
(e.g. improper author affiliations if author profiles on Allen Track
are not current). It’s important to realize that these problems are
corrected upon final publication. In addition, were we to switch to
a HW author submission system these problems would end.
Highwire/online changes
The shift to the new format H2O format was made late last year and
took place with just a few glitches. This format makes it easier to do
inline advertising and make other changes more frequently—we
haven’t really taken advantage of these capabilities. For example,
we could promote the annual meeting on the journal site, profile
special papers, etc.
Issues around aggregation and licensing of content
This is a continuing discussion and although I have discussed these
matters with Allen and tried to get information in other ways, the
way ahead is still not clear. Information regarding these issues will
be provided separately. I ask for your help in researching these issues, along with decision about moving to online only publication.
Changes to membership structure.
Since on average we are covering most journal expenses with institutional subscriptions, I feel comfortable recommending that we reduce the membership rate for online-only journal access if at the
same time we separate the cost of the print journal from the memberships. This would mean that if we needed to change the cost of
print access to the journal we could do it without a vote of the entire membership. This will be helpful because some of the changes
contemplated in the next few years may mean that we need to radically adjust what we charge for print access. It would be helpful to
have a little more time each year to make these decisions.
—Karen Snetselaar

ANNUAL REpORT OF ThE ENDOwMENT COMMITTEE
The endowment committee members consist of R Greg Thorn,
2008-2012 (Chair, 2011-2012); Karen Hughes, 2009-2013; Lori
Carris 2010-2014; Don E. Hemmes 2011-2015; David Hibbett, ex
officio 2010-2011 (president); and Marc Cubeta, ex officio (treasurer). The committee was changed in 2011 from a standing committee to a rotating committee, by vote of the MSA executive following the recommendation of our members.
Activities of the Committee
The committee is now preparing for the meetings at Yale, where we
will be responsible for the MSA Auction and “sale” of remaining tshirts from previous MSA meetings, while the local organizing
committee sells t-shirts for MSA 2012. We have 144 T-shirts from
various meetings, two boxes of reprints and two boxes of miscellaneous items to sell. Old T-shirts and reprints will be given away to
student volunteers at the meetings and to anyone who buys a new
one; reprints will be given away for modest donations. Member donations have yielded an impressive array of auction items (listed
elsewhere).
Status of the Endowment Funds
The committee chair received reports for endowments funds starting in September 1 2011 and all donors have received a letter of
thanks from the former endowment committee chair, Karen Hughes.

Alexopoulos Mentor Travel
Backus Graduate Award
Bartnicki-Garcia Mentor Travel
Clark Rogerson Award
Denison
Fuller Mentor Travel
Howard Bigelow
Karling Lecture Fund
Korf Mentor Travel
Luttrell Mentor Travel
Margaret Barr-Bigelow
Martin-Baker Award
Orson Miller Mentor
Robert L. Gilbertson Mentor Travel
Smith Award
Thiers Mentor Travel
Trappe Mentor Travel
Uecker Mentor Travel
Undergraduate Award
Wells Mentor Travel
Uncommitted

$325
$1200
$700
$0
$50
$500
$30
$50
$352
$300
$180
$1,000
$415
$200
$40
$215
$427
$200
$50
$225
$1,550

In addition $2,000 was received from Paul Stamets (Fungi Perfecti)
for the 2012 and 2013 Forest Fungal Ecology awards and $2,000
from Robert Fulgency (North American Mycological Association)
for the NAMA Graduate Student Award.
Total Donations, Sept 2011 - June 2012: $13,009.00
—Greg Thorn

ANNUAL REpORT OF ThE FINANCE COMMITTEE
The total market value of the MSA Investment Portfolio with Wells
Fargo Advisors as of June 30, 2012 is $921,298.40, a decrease from
$951,089.17 on July 31, 2011. Assets in the Endowment Account are
now $598,114.29 and assets in the Operating Account are currently at
$323,184.11. As of July 31, 2011, the values of the two accounts were
$584,193.15 and $366,896.02 respectively. The Society’s finances remain stable with some growth in the Endowment Account.
Our ability to generate new moneys from interest on our assets continues to be limited. Interest rates on CDs continue to remain very
low for 6 month, 1 year or even 2 year certificates. Unfortunately,
interest rates available to us are not any better for US Treasury
Notes. The interest rates for CDs fluctuate and obtaining a reasonable, albeit low, interest is often a matter of timing. Interest generated this coming year from these investments will certainly continue to be low until rates on these Federally Insured CD’s, the
primary instrument we use for investment, reverses the trend of low
interest returns on such investments.
Our Mutual Funds investments are growing slowly but steadily
even though interest rates are still low (1.32% in a conservative
fund to 3.80% in a more aggressive fund). With continued upward
trends in these markets, we are nearing complete recovery from
losses suffered during the economic down turn.
The MSA portfolio managed by Well Fargo Advisors is set up as
two separate accounts, the Operating Account and the Endowment
Account. Moneys are invested in the following percentages for each
account as of Jun 30, 2012. In the Operating Account the funds are
apportioned currently as 28.69% in Cash, 43.33% in Fixed Income
Securities and 27.98% in Mutual Funds. For the Endowment Account the funds are distributed as 9.79% in Cash, 51.05% in Fixed
Income Securities and 39.17% in Mutual Funds.
—Finance Committee members:

Timothy J. Baroni, (2006-2010) interim Acting Chair
Martha Powell Current Chair (2010- )
Marc Cubeta, ex officio
David S. Hibbett, ex officio
other positions vacant
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ANNUAL REpORT OF ThE MEMBERShIp COMMITTEE
We currently have 1123 members as of the 29 June report from
Allen Press. These numbers are up, after a several year decline, and
they are higher than the 1008 members on 1 April. We are now
above the 1089 members we had in 2010 and 1071 in 2011. We
have used several strategies to obtain renewals. Many people simply forgot to renew, so an email was effective in many cases. Although more difficult to manage, the program committee members
and volunteers from the executive committee and others selected
people they knew to contact, with a high rate of success. Each Program Committee member wrote a letter with a different theme on
the importance of belonging to the MSA, and we made sure people
who had not renewed were sent different letters. Our success rate
ranged from 50-72%. The registration for the MSA meeting had a
$100 differential between members and non-members, and that
prompted at least 30 renewals and several new memberships. The
Program chair checked the list of those registering as MSA members against the Membership list from Allen Press and prompted another 5-10 to renew.
Some people have changed fields or emphasis. An associate membership might be a good option for these people so they can keep in
touch with what is happening in the MSA and with their colleagues
may retain some of those that we are loosing. The Allen Press website is not fast or always easy, and Meredith Blackwell has been
working on this issue (though not on the Program Committee).
Many people from Mexico and South America said they repeatedly
tried to pay, and the payment failed. This may be a problem of Allen
Press not accepting foreign credit cards and should be investigated
to determine the cause. There was a long lag in processing checks
received by mail this year, which may reflect our normal contact at
Allen Press being on leave, and her replacement having a serious
accident. Many of the people we contacted said they had already renewed.
We have only 8 sustaining members, down from 10 in 2010. The
chair is normally assigned the job of seeking new sustaining members, but the job might be done more effectively by another person
whose sole responsibility and strength is seeking sustaining members.
Members D. Jean Lodge (chair), Jose Herrera, Susan Joneson and
Andy Wilson
—D. Jean Lodge, Chair

ANNUAL REpORT
OF ThE NOMENCLATURE COMMITTEE
The mid-year report of this committee appeared in Inoculum 63(2),
April 2012 and much of that report centered on changes to the former Code of Nomenclature (now called the International Code of
Nomenclature for algae, fungi and plants [aka the Melbourne
Code]). Since that report, a “One Fungus = Which Name” symposium was held in Amsterdam, The Netherlands during 12-13 April
2012. The symposium explored details involved in the progress toward single name nomenclature (dismantling Article 59) and registration of fungal names, especially in designating one or more official registries by the NCF (Nomenclature Committee for Fungi). To
our knowledge, no decision has been made yet. MycoBank and the
ICTF (International Commission on Taxonomy of Fungi) will host
taxon specific discussions concerning protection of names. Some
working groups are being formed already, and may be functional by
the time of the MSA meeting in New Haven. To this end, a
Hypocreales working group will hold a special workshop in conjunction with the annual meeting in New Haven. In addition, the
MSA meeting symposium, “The mycologist’s guide to the new International Code of Nomenclature for algae, fungi, and plants” is
planned as well. On 1 January 2013, registration of fungal names is

required for valid publication and immunity under Art. 59 for separate names proposed for different morphs of the same species expires.
Two important changes to the Code took effect on 1 Jan 2012. One
enabled effective publication in electronic form. The committee
worked with Mycologia Editor-in-Chief, Jeff Stone and Managing
Editor, Karen Snetselaar to ensure that the Publish-ahead-of-Print
feature of e-Mycologia indicates unequivocally which version of a
paper is considered the final version for effective publication. This
“version of record” establishes validity of names and sets the date
of priority for them. Secondly, Latin is no longer required for valid
description of novelties; English is the alternative.
Members of the Committee have advised the Editor-in-Chief of Mycologia and other membership on matters of mycological nomenclature.
—Roy E. Halling, Chair
Drew Minnis
Keith Seifert

ANNUAL REpORT OF ThE STUDENT
AwARDS COMMITTEE
After careful thought and deliberation, the Student Awards Committee is happy to announce the following award recipients:
MSA Fellowships: Kathryn Picard - Characterizing Diversity and
Inferring Phylogenetic Relationships of Marine and Estuarine
Early-Diverging Fungi; Rodrigo Olarte – Mating-type heterokaryosis and population shifts in Aspergillus flavus.
NAMA Fellowship – Dimitrious Floudas – Addressing the polyphyletic origin of Phanerochaete (Polyporales, Basidiomycota)
based on a multi-gene dataset: how many lineages exist?
Backus Award: Joshua Birkebak – Systematics and taxonomy of
the Clavariaceae (Agaricales).
Student presentation awards:
The student presentation awards are awarded annually to the two
best oral research papers and the two best posters in mycology presented by graduate students at the annual MSA meeting.
Best oral presentation awards: Kathryn Picard and Alisha
Owensby
Kathryn Picard – Duke University. Advisor - Francois Lutzoni. Presentation – Investigating early-diverging fungi from
marine and estuarine habitats in North America and Europe.
Alisha Owensby – Oregon State University. Advisor – Joey
Spatafora. Presentation – Comparative genomics reveals complex patterns of secondary metabolite evolution in the genus
Elaphocordyceps.
Best poster awards: Kerri Kluting and Rachel Koch
Kerri Kluting – Middle Tennessee State University. Advisor –
Sarah Bergemann. Presentation – Resolving the generic
boundaries within the Rhodocybe/Clitopilus clade (Agaricomycetes, Basidiomycota).
Rachel Koch – Louisiana State University. Advisor – Cathie
Aime. Presentation – Resolving the phylogenetic relationship
between Armillaria and the newly discovered genus
Guyanogaster.
Continued on following page
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Student awards committee: John McKemy, Chair; Imke Schmidt,
Antonio Izza, Julia Kerrigan, Brian Perry, ex officio, Past Chair.
The MSA student oral and poster presentations presented at the
2012 meeting were judged by: Cathie Aime (Oral presentations
only), Lisa Castlebury, Lori Carris, Ryan Kepler, Bob Marra, Andy
Methven, Conrad Schoch, Donny Walker, and Nathan Wilson
(Poster presentations only). The judges evaluated over 51 oral presentations and 58 poster presentations.
—John McKemy, Chair

ANNUAL REpORT OF ThE hONORARy
AwARDS COMMITTEE
The 2012 Honorary Awards Committee was comprised of Mary
Palm, John Taylor, and Greg Mueller (Chair). The committee received a large number of excellent nominations, and it was challenging dealing with this “embarrassment of riches.” However, it
was very satisfying and exciting to see the active involvement of so
many MSA members in making these nominations.
MSA FELLOW
The committee received six complete nominations for MSA Fellow.
Each of these nominations fit the criteria outlined in the MOP. The
MOP states that Fellows are recognized on the basis of one or more
criteria: a solid record of mycological research, and/or successful
teaching and development of teaching materials for mycology,
and/or significant service to the Society. Because of the size of this
year’s pool of nominations, we emphasized all three criteria in our
selection process.
Based on quality of science, teaching AND exceptional service to
the MSA we recommend that the following three members be recognized as MSA Fellows: Cathie Aime, David Geiser, Don Natvig.
The other three nominations are excellent mycologists and important members of the MSA.
MSA HONORARY MEMBER
The committee received two excellent nominations for MSA Honorary Member, Pedro Crous and Reinhard Agerer.
—Gregory Mueller, Chair

ANNUAL REpORT OF ThE KARLING
LECTURE COMMITTEE
The members of the 2011/2012 Karling Annual Lecture Committee; Brian Shaw, Cameron Currie; Anne Pringle; and Timothy Y
James have selected Dr. Barbara Valent to give the 2012 Karling
Lecture ‘Stealth Strategies of a Cereal Killer’. Dr. Valent is a leader
in the field of Plant Microbial Interactions where she utilizes functional genomic and cell biological strategies to address challenges
in applied plant pathology. Dr. Valent gave the first Karling lecture
in 1996. She was the first researcher to clone both a plant resistance
gene and its corresponding microbial avirulence gene and to
demonstrate the direct interaction of their products. Currently her
research is at the forefront of new and exciting field that follows the
colonization of living host tissue by living fungal tissue by utilizing
confocal microscopy. Dr. Valent is the chair of the Genetics Program at Kansas State University. She is a fellow of APS and AAAS
and sits on the advisory board of the Max Planck institute for Terrestrial Microbiology. We are honored to have her as our speaker
for the MSA 2012 Karling Lecture. The estimated costs to date are
$2,623.95. This figure includes registration, hotel, airfare and honorarium but does not include incidental travel costs and meals.
—Brian Shaw, Chair

ANNUAL REpORT OF ThE LIAISON
wITh AMATEUR MyCOLOGICAL CLUBS
AND SOCIETIES COMMITTEE
The committee is involved in organizing the meeting dedicated to
set up a white paper concerning the making of a Mycoflora of North
America, July 14 and 15 2012, in which four of the members of the
committee will participate, and two will give presentations, on
Mushroom Observer (MO), and on surveys resp.
Nathan Wilson is co-organizer for the annual MSA foray during the
MSA meeting in New Haven, and has invited the MO community
to participate. MO keeps being a forum where professional and amateur mycologists cooperate.
Several of the committee members write about recent mycological
literature and research for amateur club newsletters, stimulating
other professional and student mycologists to do the same. All of us
are active in our local mushroom clubs, and involved in and organizing mycological events to educate and inform the general public.
—Else Vellinga, Chair

ANNUAL REpORT OF ThE MSA
pROGRAM COMMITTEE
Organization of every meeting has its challenges, but this one has been
more challenging than we anticipated. Our initial Conference and
Events Coordinator at Yale University was friendly and helpful, but
ditzy. In addition to booking errors, she did not introduce us to our housing coordinator until 28 May, and gave us the wrong contact for the coordinator for about 180 people who registered for Morse. She was replaced by a very competent coordinator on 25 June, which left us with
little time to make adjustments and correct errors. The glitches in the
Yale booking system made it difficult or impossible for people to book
bed linens and towels with their room in Morse, so we had to scramble
to cover those without bedding. The information I gleaned from the Yale
website on dormitory procedures to fill the total lack of communication
with Yale summer housing early in the year did not always apply to
summer conferences & events. One of the differences is that the chair of
the program committee had to contact all 203 dormitory residents to obtain their expected arrival times and distribute information about arrival
to the dormitories. Needless to say, this was very time consuming. Yale
did not give us our lecture hall assignments until late on July 3, making
printing of the program book a nail-biting experience. Yale had underestimated our number of registrants (original estimate 300, final registration 319) as 150 based on slow early registration and had given the
large lecture halls away to other groups. Travel funding from FESIN for
a pre-conference workshop helped registration numbers.
The chair of the Program Committee raised $8,800 in outside support for the symposia and round table. The final suite of 7 symposia
and roundtable was organized early thanks to Sharon Cantrell, and
was used to attract registrants, especially those from overseas.
Kerry O’Donnell edited abstracts and wrote letters for all foreigners
other than Canadians and western Europeans for use in applying for
US visas. Of the 52 foreigners (other than Canadians) who initially
registered, we retained 31 representing Belgium, The Netherlands,
Denmark, Sweden, the UK, Mexico, Brazil, Guyana, South Africa,
Australia, New Zealand, Korea and Japan.
The meeting t-shirt was advertised early in conjunction with the
opening of registration, and 89 of the 100 t-shirts were bought
through registration, leaving only 11 unsold. The budget for the
meeting is expected to be in the black, but the final figures won’t be
known for several months.
—D. Jean Lodge

Continued on following page
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ANNUAL REpORT OF ThE
BIODIVERSITy COMMITTEE
In the first semester of 2011 members of the Biodiversity Committee were involved in the following activities:
TEACHING
Cathy Cripps and her students developed a course called “Biodiversity—the stuff of life” for the ‘Peaks and Potentials Program’
at Montana State University. This was a week long course for 5th to
7th graders. One section covered the Fungi.
OUTREACH
Juliano Marcon Baltazar is working on taxonomy and identification of corticioid fungi from Southern Brazil as part of a PhD exchange (May/2012 – December/2012) in the ‘Centro de Investigación y Extensión Forestal Andino Patagónico’ (CIEFAP),
Argentina, under the supervision of Dr. Mario Rajchenberg. (exchange supported by CAPES, 9715/11-8).
Maria-Alice Neves lead a ‘Botanical and mycological hike’ at a
fragment of the Atlantic Forest for Biology undergrads as part of the
Semana da Biologia of the Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina
(UFSC).
Kabir G. Peay’s newly described gasteroid species from Borneo, Spongiforma squarepantsii (Desjardin, D. E., K. G. Peay, and
T. D. Bruns. 2011. Spongiforma squarepantsii: a new species of
gasteroid bolete from Borneo. Mycologia 103:1119–1123.), was included in the ASU Top 10 Species list for 2012 http://species.asu.edu/Top10.
PUBLICATIONS
Baltazar, J. M.; Drechsler-Santos, E. R.; Ryvarden, L.; Cavalcanti, M. A. Q.; Gibertoni, T. B. 2012. Contribution to the knowledge
of polypores (Agaricomycetes) from the Atlantic forest and Caatinga, with new records from Brazil. Mycosphere 3: 267-280
Cripps, C.L.; Eddington, L.E. 2012. “What do we know about
Fungi inYellowstone National Park”. Yellowstone Science 20(1):
8-16
Neves, M.A.; Binder, M.; Halling, R.E.; Hibbett, D.; Soytong, K.
2012. The phylogeny of selected Phylloporus species, inferred from
NUC-LSU and ITS sequences, and descriptions of new species
from the Old World. Fungal Diversity 55: 109-123
—Maria Alice Neves

ANNUAL REpORT OF ThE FUNGAL
CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
The Conservation Committee reviewed the duties and responsibilities of the committee that are found in the Manual of Operation. The
objectives of the committee are to promote and support research to
identify a list of fungi and their habitats for conservation prioritiza-

tion, and to identify causes and geographic areas of fungal conservation concern; identify issues that are critical in research and policy for fungal conservation; maintain fungal conservation information on the MSA website; promote and organize symposia or
sessions emphasizing conservation of fungi at MSA meetings; promote and assist in the development of the Mycobiota of North
America Database; and actively participate as a member of the International Society for Fungal Conservation (ISFC).
During the MSA annual meeting to be held at Yale University in
New Haven, the Conservation committee will sponsored a round
table titled “Toward a roadmap for fungal conservation research in
North America: tools, data needs and collaborations”. The proposed
roundtable discussion is intended to bring together mycological taxonomists, conservation biologists, and ecologists to chart a path for
fungal conservation research in North America, including the best
use of existing and emerging tools and building collaborations in
order to streamline the processes of identifying priority issues, assessing fungal biodiversity, closing major data gaps, and addressing
threats to fungal diversity.
—Sharon Cantrell, Chair

ANNUAL REpORT OF ThE GENETICS
AND CELL BIOLOGy COMMITTEE
The G&CB Committee cannot report any new accomplishments for
this year. We are pleased, however, to have been able to assist in the
work of adding to the funding of the Bartnicki-Garcia Award (established by this Committee in the preceding year), and particularly pleased to learn that the first recipient of this award will be announced at the 2012 Annual Meeting.
—Terry Hill, Chair

ANNUAL REpORT OF ThE REpRESENTATIVE
TO ThE INTERNATIONAL
MyCOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
Since the mid-year report, I two new items to report
1. IMA Young Mycologist Awards
The Executive Committee and the Distinctions Committee should
put on their calendar that nomination of The North American
Arthur Henry Reginald Buller Medal for IMC10 will open in 2013
with a timetable designed to get the nominees and documents in
time for the 2014 congress.
2. Based on recommendation of the IMA executive committee,
Prof. John Taylor circulated and received comments on a draft letter to the Secretary of the International Code of Nomenclature,
Nomenclature Committee for Fungi, Dr. Lorelei Norvell, recommending that Mycobank be recognized as the central registry of
new fungal names.
—Gerald Bills, Granada, Spain

Secretary’s Report
Hello everyone! This is my last column as MSA Secretary/Executive Vice President. It has been a great honor for
me to serve MSA in this capacity. These three years will forever be a highlight of my professional life. I want to thank all
of the kind people who have helped me and forgiven all of
my many errors! I hand over the position to Lori Carris with
great confidence and excitement for the future of MSA.
Adieu!

Council Business: There were two email polls conducted by
Council in the past two months. One approved the payment
of travel expenses of Mycologia assistant editor Gerard
Hebert to the annual editorial meeting so he can discuss editorial issues with the Associate Editors and the Editorial Advisory Committee. The other poll confirmed the appointment
Continued on following page
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of Conrad Schoch as MSA’s representative to
the American Type Culture Collection.
New Members: It is my pleasure to extend a
warm welcome to new or returning members.
Their membership will be formally approved at
the 2012 Annual Business Meeting at Yale University.

Reminder: Renewing your MSA membership
is easier than ever! Just log in to the MSA website at http://www.msafungi.org. There is now
an email reminder system available if you have
forgotten your MSA user id or password.

REMINDER: MSA Directory Update: Is
your information up-to-date in the MSA directory? The Society relies almost entirely on
Brazil - Danilo Batista Pinho, Brazil Tatiana
email to bring you timely information on MSA
Rodrigues
news, awards, elections, meetings and other activities. To ensure that you receive Society blast
China - Zhi-lin Yuan
emails and Inoculum, and so that your colOman - Ali Obaid Al Adawi
leagues can keep in touch, please check the accuracy of your email address and contact inforPuerto Rico - Tanya Lee Dilan
Jessie Glaeser,
mation in the online directory. This can be
Secretary
accessed
via
our
web
site
at
(Photo by Tom Volk)
Sri Lanka - Sithracharyage Dhanushka Udayanwww.msafungi.org. If you need assistance
ga
with updating your membership information,
Thailand - Rungtiwa Jom Phookamsak
please contact our Association Manager at Allen Press, the
always-helpful Kay Rose at krose@allenpress.com.
United States - Randy M Berka, Burapha Na Buu, Ko Hsuan
Chen, Bill Eugene Davidson, Justin Wyatt Gause, Danny
In recent years we have suffered an alarming decline in
Haelewaters. Ron Hamill, Jeremy Hayward, Valerie Huguet,
membership and it would be wonderful to reverse this trend.
Brian Adam Manske, Shannon U Morath, Martina OberThe first step is for everyone who is currently a member to
hofer, Timothy Ridlon, Christopher Bernard Zambell.
renew for the upcoming year. And don’t forget to recommend MSA to your amateur or professional colleagues who
During 2011-2012, MSA gained 164 new or returning memare interested in fungi – be they pathologists, geneticists,
bers (ie those who had let their membership expire and then
ecologists, or people who just like to wander around in the
returned to the flock). This is up from just 92 in 2011. This
woods. There is room in MSA for all!
increase is greatly due to the efforts of D. Jean Lodge and her
Membership Committee who have been recruiting new
Jessie A. Glaeser
msasec1@yahoo.com
members and contacting those who were tardy in renewing.
MSA Secretary

2012 MSA Council Meeting
July 14, 2012
Connecticut Agricultural Research Station
New haven, CT
CALL TO ORDER AND AppROVAL OF MINUTES
(1) The 2012 MSA Annual Council Meeting was called to order by
President David Hibbett at 1230 PM, Saturday, July 14, 2012 in the
Atrium of the Connecticut Agricultural Research Station in New
Haven, CT. Present were: President David Hibbett; President Elect
(PE) Mary Berbee, Vice President (VP) Joey Spatafora, Secretary
(Executive Vice President) Jessie Glaeser, and Councilors Ning
Zhang, Ignazio Carbone, and Anne Pringle. Apologies were received from Past Presidents Tom Bruns (2010-2011) and Rytas Vilgalys (2009-2010); Councilors Brandon Matheny, Robert
Blanchette, and Frances Trail; and Treasurer Marc Cubeta. Invited
guests were Editor-in-Chief Jeff Stone, Managing Editor Karen
Snetselaar, Program Chair D. Jean Lodge, Local Arrangements
Chair Robert Marra, incoming Councilor Sarah Bergmann, and
Sharon Cantrell. Secretary Glaeser had distributed electronic copies
of the annual meeting packet by email on Thursday, July 12. The annual meeting packet included : the meeting agenda, the 2012 annual
reports, minutes of the 2011 Council meeting held in Fairbanks, AK
[Inoculum 63 (1)], minutes of the 2012 Executive Council meeting
held by teleconference [Inoculum 63 (2)], the 2012-2013 Official
Roster, and copies of the MSA Constitution and Bylaws. The Appendix included supplemental material from Allen Press that listed
MSA members who had not renewed their memberships within the
past two years. All Council members agreed that the electronic dis-

tribution of the Council packet was acceptable and saved the Society expense from unnecessary copying and binding fees.
(2) Brief Summary of Intent to Write Proposal to Host IMC 11 in
Puerto Rico in 2018 – Sharon Cantrell had previously submitted a
bid to host the International Mycological Congress (IMC) in Puerto
Rico in 2014. This bid was turned down in favor of Thailand by only
four votes and was considered a strong proposal. Dr. Cantrell asked
whether MSA would agree to serve as sponsor in a bid resubmitted
for IMC11 in 2017. She has support from other mycologists in Puerto Rico, Mexico, Argentina and Brazil. The Latin American Mycological Society has agreed to write a letter of cooperation. President
Hibbett expressed enthusiasm for sponsoring the IMC but noted that
it would be desirable for that the Latin American Mycological Society would to serve as a co-sponsor. He suggested that if the Puerto
Rico bid was approved, then MSA should forego its own annual
meeting that year so that all Society resources be used to plan and organize the IMC. Dr. Cantrell mentioned that she needs two MSA representatives to help write the proposal and financial plan. One person
would serve as Program Chair and the other as a financial planner
who will help to find sponsors and other sources of support. The Call
for Proposals will come out in August, 2012 with a deadline of January, 2013 so the 20-page proposal will need to be prepared rapidly.
Action item: PE Berbee and VP Spatafora will write to the
Latin American Mycological Society urging them to be co-sponsors of the IMC bid for Puerto Rico with MSA.
Continued on following page
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(3) D. Jean Lodge, Program Chair, welcomed the Council and reported on the preparations for the 2013 meeting. This meeting was
very difficult to arrange due to initial problems with Yale Conference Services that were later corrected. Program Chair Lodge anticipates that the meeting should come out in the black; 319 people
are registered for the meeting with many coming from overseas. A
strategy was developed to take care of walk-in registrations if Yale
Conference Services will not process them. President Hibbett commended Program Chair Lodge and Local Arrangements Chair
Robert Marra for all of their work to make the conference a success.
(4) Approval of Minutes – President Hibbett referred to the electronic version of the 2011 minutes that were in the Council packet
and asked if there was any discussion.
Motion 1: (approved unanimously) that the minutes of the MSA
2011 Annual Council Meeting be accepted as published in Inoculum 63(1).
Secretary Glaeser made a point of order that the current meeting did
not have a quorum of 8 council members. President Hibbett recommended that the meeting continue and that any pressing matters be
referred to the full Council later for approval by email vote.
OFFICERS’ REpORTS
(5) President’s Report: President Hibbett began his report by thanking everyone who contributed their time and effort on behalf of the
society. He believes that MSA is running well due to all the people
who spend many hours volunteering to run the Society. During this
past year, the following actions have been taken:
(a) The position of Secretary was upgraded to Executive
Vice President. Council also agreed to pay some of the
travel costs of the Executive VP to the annual meeting if
no other support is available.
(b) Budgeted $500 for each of the Special Expertise Committees for meeting support, for a total of $3500. These
funds do not accumulate in years that they are not spent.
(c) The Joint Commission on Common Names was eliminated and their duties assumed by the Liaison to Amateur
Clubs and Societies Committee.
(d) A student section was developed, largely by the efforts of
Mia Maltz. This section designed a logo, sponsored a
workshop featuring Anne Pringle on “How to use fungi to
find a job,” printed T-shirts, posters and stickers. President Hibbett suggested that they be reimbursed for supply
and printing costs – about $160. President Hibbett suggested that Council members thank those in the student
section – this is an important way for MSA to increase
membership and get more student involvement. The student section is encouraged to come to Council for funding for additional projects.
Some items that were mentioned during the previous Council meeting and Executive Council meeting were not accomplished. These
included:
(a) Recommendation for hiring a professional society manager. Initially there was a plan to form an ad hoc committee to explore the possibility of hiring a paid society
manager, primarily to arrange meetings. PE Berbee noted
that the Botanical Society of America is interested in offering their services to other societies for meeting organization, including web site development and abstract submission.
Action Item: PE Berbee will contact the general manager of
BSA and determine what services it can offer for meeting development and membership services.
(b) New membership options and pricing for Mycologia –
will be discussed later in the meeting.

(c) Diverse issues concerning publication for Mycologia –
will be discussed later in the meeting.
(6) Treasurer’s Report: Due to the lack of internet connection at the
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station meeting location,
Treasurer Cubeta was unable to attend and participate in the meeting by Skype, as originally planned. President Hibbett summarized
the Society’s finances, referring to the Treasurer’s Report in the
meeting packet. Society finances appear to be acceptable. There has
been a slight increase in membership, probably due to the efforts of
the Membership Committee in directly contacting members who
had not renewed, often accidentally. The biggest increase in membership is in the student category, so the development of the student
section might also be responsible for this improvement in numbers.
The numbers associated with the Endowment accounts were discussed. Several are close to the point where they could be self-supporting at $10,000. However, current interest rates are so low that
supplemental funds from MSA operating accounts are required to
subsidize student travel and research awards. It is recommended
that the Endowment Committee work to increase some of these
funds. President Hibbett concluded by noting that MSA has a new
Society Incorporation Liaison, a position that is extremely important for filing certain tax-related paperwork but difficult to fill since
the person must live or work within Washington DC. The new Liaison is Nor Faridah Dahlan,a scientist at the Smithsonian Institute.
(7) President Elect: PE Berbee announced that she has filled most
of committee positions and is particularly pleased by the appointments of Lisa Castlebury and Jim Worrall to the Finance Committee, a particularly difficult committee to staff. She is also interested
in recruiting new members and increasing membership renewal
rates and feels that it is critical to invite newly appointed faculty
members and students. Targeting specific meetings, such as the
Fungal Genetics Conference at Asilomar, and groups of under-represented subdisciplines were discussed. Specific ideas included:
(a) Staffing a table with MSA T-shirts and literature at Asilomar.
(b) Sponsoring a symposium and related Karling lecture on
fungal cell biology with well known, dynamic speakers to
obtain a core number of well-known professionals who
will attract others of that discipline to the meeting.
(c) Sponsoring a student video contest in fungal cell biology.
(d) Sponsoring professional development workshops at the
meetings for a fee in which members can learn new techniques, analytical computer programs, etc.
(e) Providing opportunities for professional networking, as
through further Research Collection Networks.
Action Items: PE Berbee will discuss with Program Chair
Kerry O’Donnell the incorporation of workshops into the program (for an additional fee). There will be a call to MSA members for proposal submission; the winner will have meeting expenses paid. [Note: it was later decided to defer this until 2013
and discuss this possibility with Sharon Cantrell, Program
Chair for the 2014 meeting.]
Action Item: PE Berbee will submit proposal to New Phytologist for support of workshops or symposia for 2013. These
awards are usually for relatively low amounts but could be
combined with funds provided to committees to serve as seed
money. Sarah Bergmann will work with the Ecology Committee to develop possible ideas. [Note: In follow-up, Councilor
Sarah Bergmann has gotten Nicole Hynson to submit a proposal to New Phytologist as a function of the Ecology Committee.]
Action Item: President Hibbett and VP Spatafora will staff a
table at Asilomar at the next meeting.
Continued on following page
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Action Item: Ning Zhang will do outreach at the International
Conference of Plant Pathology in China in 2013.
(8) Vice President’s Report: VP Spatafora reported that the annual
election occurred in the spring with the following people elected:
Vice President D. Jean Lodge, Executive Vice President Lori Carris; Councilors Sarah Bergemann, Andrew Methven, Peter Kennedy
and Rosa R. Mouriño Pérez. All those who ran were contacted and
thanked. Two by-laws amendments were passed that upgraded the
Secretary to Executive Vice President and changed the procedure to
elect and notify Honorary Members.
Site selection of 2016 annual meeting: VP Spatafora is currently investigating the University of California – Berkeley as the venue. It
is in a good location and would be especially ideal for attracting
members of the Latin American Mycological Society as well as
many Asian mycologists. Contacts can be made during the IMC in
Thailand in 2016 to attract Asian and Latin American mycologists
to this meeting.
(10) Secretary’s (Executive VP) Report: Secretary Glaeser discussed the annual election process in which hard copy ballots must
be mailed to members who are lacking valid email addresses. This
annually costs the Society approximately $300. Many Emeritus and
Lifelong members are no longer active and since they do not need
to renew their membership annually, there is no mechanism in place
to remove them from the society database. The Society pays a fee
for electronic access to Mycologia based on its number of members,
so having inflated membership numbers is costly.
Action item: Secretary Glaeser will consult the Bylaws to determine whether hard copy ballots can be provided only to those
members who request them. If this is possible, President Hibbett will notify members at the 2012 business meeting that all
those who desire hard copy ballots for next year’s election must
request them by April 1, 2013. This announcement will also be
made in Inoculum.
Action item: In 2014, place a proposed change to the bylaws on
the ballot that all voting will take place electronically.
Action item: Incoming Executive VP Carris will send a postcard to all Emeritus and Lifelong Members who did not respond previously to Sec. Glaeser’s inquiry requiring them to respond in order to stay on the MSA membership list. When
membership categories are revised, Emeritus Members will be
required to renew their membership (at no cost) every three
years (if membership can be so structured).
pUBLICATION REpORTS
(11) Editor-in-Chief’s Report: EIC Stone reported that the publication of Mycologia is going well. A few problems with Allen Press
resulted in the last on-line and printed issue coming out a bit late,
but these problems have been corrected. Future issues will include
manuscripts based on the last two Karling lectures which should encourage current and future Karling lecturers to submit manuscripts
based on their presentation. EIC Stone thanked all of his Associate
Editors who work very hard. He could use some more AEs, especially for biosystematics papers. The number of manuscripts has
steadily increased over the past few years. In 2011, 300 manuscripts
were submitted; 200 manuscripts have already been submitted for
the first half of 2012. As submission rates increase, the rejection
rate must also increase so that the number of pages published remains fairly constant. The average processing time is low with final
decision being made within sixty days. The EIC’s goal is to make
the journal more friendly towards authors with timely, informed reviews and a prompt review decision process. The new Highwire
system is up and working well; online readership is increasing.
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Councilor Pringle asked if there was a multi-year plan to go to online publication only. EIC Stone replied that this is something that
the Editorial Advisory Committee needs to be charged to develop a
plan, in association with the EIC, ME and Treasurer, that can be
brought to Council for discussion. The merits of online publishing
were debated; the justification given by New Phytologist in its decision to drop printed issues was consulted. ME Snetselaar stated
that most institutional subscribers still want printed journals. Unfortunately, many of the big publishing houses, such as Elsevier and
Springer, bundle their journals into expensive packages that use up
library budgets, forcing libraries to drop smaller journals such as
Mycologia.
A lengthy discussion occurred about the importance of citation impact factors and how they can be interpreted. Mycologia’s citation
factors have recently increased and the papers are cited over lengthy
period of time compared to many other journals. President Hibbett
observed that Mycologia is running very well with excellent time to
decision. He commended EIC Stone for doing such a fine job.
(12) Future Editorship of Mycologia: VP Spatafora brought up the
necessity to plan for EIC Stone’s end of term in 2014. VP Spatafora described how Fungal Biology has a cadre of four Executive Editors of different areas of expertise who share the duties of an Editor-in-Chief. He also suggested that these individuals receive a
token stipend to honor their service, as specified by the Treasurer.
President Hibbett observed that it would be very difficult, if not impossible, to find a single individual who would be able to devote the
same amount of time that EIC Stone has committed and that dividing the duties might be essential to keep the publication of Mycologia possible.
Action Item: VP Spatafora will attend the Editorial Board
luncheon and work with the Editorial Board and Editorial Advisory Committee to develop a proposal to bring to Council.
The proposal will include the number of editors and their scope
of responsibility.
Action Item: A by-laws amendment will be proposed for the
2013 ballot to change the position of Editor-in-Chief to reflect
the proposal as approved by Council.
(13). Mycologia Managing Editor’s Report: ME Snetselaar informed the new Council members that the role of the Managing Editor is to oversee the finances of Mycologia. Her term of office ends
at the same time as EIC Stone’s, so planning the transition to new
people will be very important.
Income/expenses of journal. Mycologia has broken even over the
past 4 to 5 years. There are sometimes variations in expenses due to
when the issues are printed and when editorial costs are paid. Income is approximately $200,000 per year, primarily from institutional subscriptions. In the past few years we have lost subscribers,
but this has been made up by slight increases in subscription fees.
President Hibbett observed that the number of international subscriptions might increase if we could increase the number of international members.
Action item: ME Snetselaar will get a list of subscribers who
have cancelled over the past few years and attempt to contact
them.
Publish ahead of print – this was more difficult than originally anticipated since authors do not revise manuscripts in Allen Track so
that the earlier version of the manuscript online may not be the same
as the final version. This might work better if manuscript tracking
is transferred to BenchPress from Allen Track. Currently manuContinued on following page

scripts are available online five months before printed version. The
new H2O system is very versatile to form links, advertisements and
other online features, but there is a steep learning curve and the ME
has no time to do this. This could be done by members of the Electronic Communications committee.
The ME investigated the issues of journal aggregation and licensing
but decided that this could be deferred. When a journal joins an aggregation list, the number of subscribers usually plummets since
they get the journal via the aggregator rather than through the Society. EIC Stone observed that we currently aggregate through the
nonprofit organization JSTOR. If we joined a bigger publishing
group, such as Elsevier, we would lose control over journal subscription pricing. ME Snetselaar tried to contact an aggregating
company but it was not forthcoming with information. Aggregating
with a big publisher, such as Elsevier, would probably double our
subscription cost but the Society would not get any of this increase.
ME Snetselaar recommends working on the membership side of income generation rather than changing the subscription side. This
could be done by changing the structure of the membership categories. Deciding on erecting different membership categories, with
and without hard copy access to Mycologia, is difficult to calculate.
Membership income usually generates about $80,000 per year if
one assumes that journal production is paid for by institutional subscriptions. From this, approximately $60,000 is needed annually to
cover the costs of membership services by Allen Press ($80K), publication of Inoculum ($7K), non-endowed awards ($5K), bank fees
($3.5 K), symposium expenses ($3K), legal fees ($2K), dues to
other societies ($1.5K), reimbursements to officers ($2K), and payment to the committees ($3.5K). Currently student members pay
$50 and senior members pay $98.
In President Hibbett’s report at the EOC meeting in February, 2012,
he proposed a new membership and pricing schedule that included
separate rates for students, students in developing nations, post-doctoral candidates, senior members, emeritus, and international members. All of these categories had an option of getting access to online only or printed journals. If the journal access can be made
separate from the membership access, it will be much easier to
change it in the future since it will not require a bylaws change.
President Hibbett formed this membership structure with pricing estimates after consulting dues and subscription information from
other societies, including BSA and APS. He proposed cutting the
membership rate by 20% and increasing the cost of the printed journal significantly. This pricing structure will have to be analyzed
using information from the current membership database to determine whether it will be price neutral.
Action item: ME Snetselaar will write up a proposal for a new
membership pricing structure and consult with Financial Chair
Tim Baroni during the annual meeting. President Hibbett will
present this at the business meeting as something that is being
considered in order to gauge membership reaction. The formal
proposal will then be forwarded for consideration by Council.
(14) Upcoming annual meetings:
(a) 2013, Austin TX with APS. Will need to develop symposia ideas rapidly to fit in with APS schedule. Program
Chair Kerry O’Donnell is aware of this.

(b) 2014, East Lansing MI. Local Organizer Frances Trail is
currently trying to develop a method for electronic registration and may ask for assistance from the BSA or import the current web page design from the 2012 meeting
(c) 2015, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada with BSA.
NEw BUSINESS
(15) CLOCKSS (Controlled Lots of Copies Keeps Stuff Safe) Dark
Archive: This is a nonprofit organization that will archive materials
in case of extreme institutional failure at a cost of $200/year. Currently JSTOR does this now, but CLOCKSS would be a back-up in
case of JSTOR’s failure. President Hibbett admits that he does not
know enough about this to understand if it is necessary.
Action Item: President Hibbett will contact CLOCKSS for
more information to determine whether this service is necessary.
(16) Composition and Chair of Distinctions Committee: Tom Bruns
joined the committee at the beginning of 2012 to replace Linda
Kohn who had resigned from the committee.
Action Item: President Hibbett will ask Tom Bruns if he will
serve out the rest of Linda Kohn’s term, thus staying on the
committee until 2014.
(17) Increased participation of International Committee: Committee
Chair Kevin Hyde remarked to Secretary Glaeser that he would like
to see more involvement of the International Committee in MSA affairs. Possible ideas would be to develop ways to attract more international members to MSA.
Action Item: Secretary Glaeser will write to Chair Hyde and
present some ideas for more involvement by the committee.
This will be followed up by PE Berbee.
(18) Summary of submitted committee reports: After reading
through the submitted annual reports, Secretary Glaeser noted that
most of the reports were for information only. President Hibbett
recommended that Council read the reports to learn of the activities
of the different committees. One item that will need attention in the
future is the development of the Buller International Award that
needs to be done by the Distinctions Committee in consultation
with the International Mycological Association representative.
Awards Coordinator Andy Methven should also be involved with
the development of criteria for this award. The Distinction Committee needs to be given firm deadlines as to when this information
is required.
Action Item: Executive VP Carris will contact IMA representative Gerald Bills for more information about deadlines for the
Buller Award. She will coordinate with the Chair of the Distinctions Committee and Awards Coordinator to assure that selection criteria are developed in a timely fashion.
President Hibbett thanked all who attended the Council meeting.
Secretary Glaeser will provide the Council members and guests of
a list of action items in the near future. The meeting adjourned at
530 PM.
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Minutes of the 2012 MSA Business Meeting
Davies Auditorium, yale University
New haven, CT
July 17, 2012
(1) The meeting was called to order at 1215 in the Davies Auditorium of Yale University in New Haven, CT by President David Hibbett. President Hibbett welcomed everyone and went over the agenda, giving a brief history of the famed MSA chestnut gavel that was
donated by Sandy Anagnostakis of the Connecticult Agricutural
Experiment Station in New Haven. He then introduced the current
and incoming officers, including President Elect Mary Berbee, Vice
President Joey Spatafora, Incoming Vice President D. Jean Lodge,
Executive Vice President Jessie Glaeser, and Incoming Executive
Vice President Lori Carris. President Hibbett thanked all those involved in planning the 2012 Annual Meeting, especially Robert
Marra and Erik Hobbie who assisted President Hibbett with Local
Arrangements, and D. Jean Lodge, Program Committee Chair, for
their very difficult job of organizing this stand-alone meeting. President Hibbett then called for the approval of the minutes of the
2011MSA Business Meeting held in Fairbanks, AK [Inoculum
63(1)], referring to copies that had been posted on the MSA Annual Meeting website (http://msa2012.net/), provided by Executive VP
Glaeser. The minutes were unanimously approved by the membership.
(2) President Hibbett presented the highlights of his annual report,
which will be published in Inoculum. He noted that one of the most
important developments in MSA during the past year was the creation of a student section of the Society. This Section is committed
to increasing the student membership of MSA. President Hibbett
noted that limited funds are available from Council for further development of the student section. Anyone with ideas that will help
the student section should approach its members or go directly to
Council. Another important accomplishment was the allocation of
$500 to each to the seven MSA subject matter committees: Biodiversity, Culture Collection, Ecology, Environmental Health and
Medical Mycology, Genetics and Cell Biology, Phytopathology,
and Conservation. These funds can be used to support committee
activities during the next annual meeting. Committees are permitted
to pool their funds for sponsorships of symposia, workshops, or
other activities. Other accomplishments during the past year included the acknowledgement of the vital role of Secretary as the main
organizer of MSA by retitling the position to Executive Vice President; funds were committed for travel assistance for this officer to
attend the annual meeting if no other source of funding was available. The Joint Commission of Common Names was eliminated and
the duties of this committee were given to the Liaison with Amateur
Mycological Clubs and Societies Committee. An AIBS Biodiversity Science Initiative was endorsed by MSA but there was no commitment of funds. This proposal would provide lobbying and outreach in Washington, D.C. to promote biodiversity science and to
reverse cuts at NSF that affect collections, biosystematics, conservation, and ecology research. Unfinished business this year included investigating the possibility of hiring a professional society manager, revisions to membership options and pricing, and the diverse
challenges associated with publishing Mycologia. These latter two
items will be discussed later in the meeting.
(3) Vice President Joey Spatafora reported on the results of the election of Council members for 2012. The following new councilors and
officers were elected for 2012-2013 and will start their terms after this
business meeting: Rosa R. Mouriño Pérez, Councilor – Cell Biology/Physiology; Peter Kennedy, Councilor – Ecology/Pathology; Andrew Methven, Councilor – Systematics/Evolution; Sarah Bergemann, Councilor – Genetics/Molecular Biology; D. Jean Lodge, Vice
President, and Lori Carris, Executive Vice President. There were two
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amendments to the bylaws which 1) changed the title of Secretary to
Executive Vice President, and 2) changed the procedure of approval
of future Honorary Members. Vice President Spatafora thanked
everyone who nominated candidates and everyone who agreed to
stand for election.
(4) Executive Vice President Jessie Glaeser presented the names of
two Emeritus candidates for approval by the membership: Thomas
Mitchell from Durham, NC, an MSA member for 29 years, and Akihiko Tsuneda from British Columbia, an MSA member for 33
years. The motion to approve Drs. Mitchell and Tsuneda as an
Emeritus members was unanimously passed by a vote of the membership. Secretary Glaeser next presented 164 new or returning
members from 24 countries for approval, the motion for which was
also unanimously passed by a vote of the membership. This was a
significantly higher number of new members than in recent years
(94 in 2011). Secretary Glaeser asked for a moment of silence for
those MSA members and/or prominent mycologists who passed
away during the past year. These included Majorie Auchel, Ovidiu
Constantinescu, Dexter Howard, .T. Lingappa, Bob Gilbertson, Audrey Gabel, Michael G. Booth, and Erast Parmasto.
(5) Executive Vice President Glaeser referred to her midyear [Inoculum 63(2)] and final [Inoculum 63(4)] reports in which activities
of this office are summarized. She briefly reviewed the highlights
of the Mid-year Executive Council 62(5)] and MSA Annual Council Meeting [Inoculum 62(4)], noting that the Executive Council
meeting was once again conducted by conference call, thus saving
the Society thousands of dollars. This year there were 19 email polls
conducted by Council that included: revisions of the procedure to
elect the Honorary member; approval of MSA to pay travel costs of
certain officers if they have no other funding available; revision of
the selection criteria for the Martin Baker award; a decision to grant
the 7 rotating Special Expertise Committees $500 each to support
their activities at the annual meeting; and approval of the Honorary
member nominees, Karling lecturer, and appointments of MSA officers and representatives, Associate Editors, and Editorial Advisory Committee positions. The annual Council meeting was held on
July 14, 2012 at the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station
from noon to 530 PM. Issues that were discussed will be presented
by President Hibbett as “new business.” Executive VP Glaeser once
again reminded the membership, especially the student members, to
keep updated email addresses in the MSA Directory since Society
business is largely conducted by email. She then thanked the meeting organizers, officers, and members of the Society for a memorable experience and wished the best to her successor, Lori Carris.
(6) Honorary Awards Committee Chair Greg Mueller thanked the
other members of the committee and briefly described the criteria
used to select the Honorary Members. This year, two Honorary
Members were selected: Reinhard Agerer, Botanical Institute,
Münich, Germany, and Pedro Crous, Centraalbureau voor Schimmelcultures, Utrecht, The Netherlands. A brief summary of their careers and importance to the profession was provided by Committee
Chair Mueller. The motions to approve Drs. Agerer and Crous as
Honorary Members were approved unanimously by the membership.
(7) Treasurer’s Report, written by Treasurer Marc Cubeta, was presented to the membership by President Hibbett due to Treasurer
Cubeta’s sabbatical in Sweden. Treasurer Cubeta apologized for
being unable to attend the annual meeting but assured the Society
that the financial matters of MSA were well in hand.
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(a) For the 2012 meeting, the Society has allocated a total of
$20,200 for 12 Mentor Student Travel Awards and 11 research awards. This year represents the first time that the
Society has given the Bartnicki-Garcia Award. The Society also provided approximately $17,000 to develop the
website, support symposia and workshops, and purchase
supplementary liability insurance for the meeting.
(a) With respect to publication finances, for FY2012 the Society paid approximately $254,000 to publish our
newsletter Inoculum and journal Mycologia. This amount
includes Allen Press management costs that were approximately $36,000. These management costs have remained
relatively constant for the past four years. The costs for
hard copy printing and editorial office services account
for 86% of the total costs for publishing Mycologia. The
publication costs for Inoculum have remained relatively
constant since FY2010 and were approximately $6200
per year. In terms of membership, there is good news to
report.
(b) The number of memberships increased to 1105 this year.
This increase was largely associated with a 23% increase
in student members and represents the first increase since
2007. However, the income generated from memberships
remained relatively constant at approximately $79,000
and was offset by decreases in other membership categories. We also have some not so good news to report. In
contrast to the increase in memberships, the Society received 49 fewer subscriptions this year. The number of
subscriptions and income generated from subscriptions
continues to exhibit a downward trend and have decreased approximately 29% since 2001 and 7% since
2009.
(c) For FY2012, $3,294 in funds was contributed to the Mentor Travel Funds and $3,750 to the Research Funds. Contributions to the Uncommitted Endowment were $6,703.
Seven of the 17 mentor travel awards and all Mentor Research awards except for the Undergraduate Research
Award, have funds of $10,000 or more. Total endowment
funds increased $13,747 in FY2012. The Society greatly
appreciates all the generosity of those that have contributed to the endowment funds.
(d) In terms of general treasury-related issues, the FY2011
tax documents for the Society were filed with the Internal
Revenue Service and our fidelity bond and liability policies were renewed this year. The Society allocated funds
to renew our website domain name through April 2015,
ship mycology-related books for review, and pay our annual membership dues to the American Institute for Biological Sciences, AIBS Public Policy Office Service and
National Science Collections Alliance. The Society greatly appreciates Nor Faridah Dahlan of the Smithsonian Institute for volunteering to serve as the Society Incorporation Liaison. Faridah will be responsible for receiving our
not-for-profit forms from the Department of Consumer
and Regulatory Affairs in Washington DC and forwarding them to the Treasurer, who will sign them, pay the biennial fees, and return the forms to retain the Society’s
not-for-profit status. In conclusion, the Society is in very
good financial health considering these challenging economic times and we have been able to maintain and/or increase our efforts to support fundamental activities of the
Society.
Treasurer Cubeta concluded by referring to his more detailed Treasurer’s report that will be published in Inoculum [63(4)] and
thanked the Society for allowing him to serve as its Treasurer.

(8) President –Elect Mary Berbee presented Certificates of Appreciation to Society members in recognition of exception service.
These included outgoing President David Hibbett; outgoing Executive Vice President Jessie Glaeser; Program Chair D. Jean Lodge;
Local Organizers David Hibbett, Robert Marra, Erik Hobbie;
Foray Organizer Nathan Wilson; Finance Chair Tim Baroni; and
outgoing Councilors Frances Trail, Anne Pringle, Imke Schmitt,
and P. Brandon Matheny.
(9) President Hibbett announced the locations of future MSA meetings: 2013 in Austin, TX as a joint meeting with APS; 2014 at
Michigan State University in East Lansing, MI; 2015 in Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada with BSA.
(10) President Hibbett introduced several topics for discussion as
new business.
(a) Membership rates. The current membership rates ($98 for
senior members and $50 for students) allow for no differentiation in price between those receiving hard copies of
Mycologia and those who wish on-line access only. The
proposed change in membership rates would slightly reduce those for members who wish on-line access only but
would increase rates for those who desire to receive printed copies. Proposed membership rates would be:
• Individual Member Online Worldwide: $80 annually. Includes online access to Mycologia.
• Individual Member Online from Developing Countries: $40 annually. Includes online access to
Mycologia. Restricted to members from developing countries as defined by the WHO:
http://data.worldbank.org/about/country-classifications/country-and-lending-groups, who also
work in those countries.
• Post-doctoral Member Online Worldwide: $60 annually. Includes online access to Mycologia.
• Student Member Online Worldwide: $40 annually.
Includes online access to Mycologia.
• Student Member Online from Developing Countries:
$20 annually. Includes online access to Mycologia
For student members from developing countries
as defined by the WHO, as above, who go to
school in those countries.
In addition, any of the above members can get print access; the rates for print membership would be:
• Individual Member Print USA/Canada: $150 annually. Includes print and online access to Mycologia.
• Individual Member Print Non-USA/Canada: $175
annually. Includes print and online access to Mycologia.
Discussion followed that was generally favorable to the
aims of the proposal, although specific price points will
need to be refined. Many people thought that the membership rates were too low. It was suggested that Council
conduct a poll of MSA members to predict how many
people would switch to on-line access only so that an accurate financial assessment could be made before changing the rates. Of the members present, approximately
15% would still want to receive the printed version.
Questions that were raised included:
• Q: How many copies of Mycologia need to be printed to keep it still available? A: Currently subscriptions, primarily from libraries, subsidize the printed
copies for the individual members but that the number of subscriptions has been declining significantly
Continued on following page
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•
•

•

in recent years. Printed copies would still be produced to make available to subscribers.
Q: Would on-line access provide access to all back
issues? A: Yes.
Q: Would it be possible to donate memberships/subscriptions for people in developing nations (instead
of having a special rate for developing nations)? A:
Managing Editor Karen Snetselaar advised that gift
membership are still available through Allen Press
although this option does not appear on the MSA
website.
Q: Is it possible to get an on-line version of Mycologia that is more friendly to tablet computers? Editorin-Chief Stone mentioned that the current publishing
platform, Highwire 2.0, is adapted to tablets.

Officers and Council will take these comments under advisement and work to develop a new pricing plan.

(b) Paper ballot requests. MSA Bylaws mandate that hard
copy ballots must be made available to members who do
not have valid email addresses. In recent years, the Secretary has mailed approximately 140 ballots to members
with invalid or no email addresses, only 6 – 7 ballots are
generally returned, at a cost of $300 - $350 dollars (not
including the Secretary’s time). In 2013, paper ballots
will be sent only upon written or telephoned request to
the Executive Vice President; this will be announced in
Inoculum. Council will later consider placing a proposed
change in the Bylaws on the annual ballot to make voting
exclusively electronic.
(11) President Hibbett introduced the new President of the Mycological Society of America for 2012-2013, Mary Berbee, who
thanked everyone for their attention and adjourned the meeting at
approximately 1:30 PM with a tap of the presidential chestnut
gavel.

The Mycological Society of America 2012–2013 Official Roster
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
Mary Berbee, President (2012-2013)
berbee@mail.ubc.ca
Joey Spatafora, President Elect (2012-2013)
spatafoj@science.oregonstate.edu

EDITORIAL APPOINTMENTS
Mycologia
Jeffrey Stone, Editor-in-Chief (2009-2014)
stonej@science.oregonstate.edu

D. Jean Lodge, Vice President (2012-2013)
djlodge@caribe.net

Karen Snetselaar, Managing Editor
(2009-2014)
ksnetsel@sju.edu

Lori Carris, Executive Vice President
(2012–2015)
carris@wsu.edu

John Donahue, Assistant Editor
jmdonahue2@cox.net

Marc Cubeta, Treasurer (2010-2013)
marc_cubeta@ncsu.edu
David Hibbett, Past President (2011-2012)
dhibbett@clarku.edu
GENERAL COUNCIL
(Includes Executive Council listed above)
Thomas D Bruns, Past President (20102011), pogon@berkeley.edu
Robert Blanchette, Councilor
Cell Biology/Physiology (2011-2013)
robertb@umn.edu
Rosa R. Mouriño Pérez, Councilor
Cell Biology/Physiology (2012–2014)
rmourino@cicese.mx
Terry Henkel, Councilor
Ecology/Pathology (2011-2013)
twh5@humboldt.edu
Peter Kennedy, Councilor
Ecology/Pathology (2012–2014)
pkennedy@lclark.edu

Gerard Hebert, Assistant Editor
mycology@unm.edu
Inoculum
Don Natvig, Editor (2010-2013)
dnatvig@gmail.com
Robert Marra, Book Review Editor
robert.marra@ct.gov
Editorial Advisory Committee
Don Natvig, Chair (2011–2016)
dnatvig@gmail.com

Sabine Huhndorf (2011-2013)
shuhndorf@fieldmuseum.org
Tim James (2012-2014)
tyjames@umich.edu
Susan G. Kaminskyj (2009-2014)
susan.kaminskyj@usask.ca
Francois Lutzoni (2009-2014)
flutzoni@duke.edu
P. Brandon Matheny (2009-2014)
pmatheny@utk.edu
Steven L. Miller (2009-2014)
fungi@uwyo.edu
Brian Perry (2012-2014)
baperry@hawaii.edu
Stephen Rehner (2010-2015)
Stephen.Rehner@ars.usda.gov

Thomas Volk (2010-2015)
volk.thom@uwlax.edu

David M. Rizzo (2009-2014)
dmrizzo@ucdavis.edu

Mary Palm (2010-2015)
Mary.Palm@aphis.usda.gov

Robert Roberson (2009-2014)
robby2@asu.edu

Louise Glass (2012-2016)
lglass@nature.berkeley.edu

Conrad Schoch (2009-2014)
schoch2@ncbi.nlm.nih.gov

Rick Kerrigan, ex officio, Past Chair

R. Paul Schreiner (2007-2012)
paul.schreiner@ars.usda.gov

Associate Editors
M. Catherine Aime (2010-2015)
maime@purdue.edu

Sarah Bergemann, Councilor
Genetics/Molecular Biology (2012–2014)
Sarah.Bergemann@mtsu.edu

Peter Avis (2011-2013)
pavis@fieldmuseum.org
Manfred Binder (2009-2014)
mbinder@clarku.edu

Andrew Methven, Councilor
Systematics/Evolution (2012–2014)
asmethven@eiu.edu

Bruce Horn (2010-2015)
bruce.horn@ars.usda.gov

Roy Halling (2010-2015)
rhalling@nybg.org

Ignazio Carbone, Councilor
Genetics/Molecular Biology (2011-2013)
ignazio_carbone@ncsu.edu

Ning Zhang, Councilor
Systematics/Evolution (2011-2013)
zhang@aesop.rutgers.edu

Anthony Glen (2011-2013)
anthony.glenn@ars.usda.gov

Lori M. Carris (2009-2014)
carris@wsu.edu
Bryn T.M. Dentinger (2011-2013)
b.dentinger@kew.org
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Brian Shaw (2009-2014)
bdshaw@tamu.edu
Lee Taylor (2011-2013)
fflt@uaf.edu
Frances Trail (2008-2013)
trail@msu.edu
Wendy Untereiner (2011-2013)
untereiner@brandonu.ca
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Else Vellinga (2010-2015)
ecvellinga@comcast.net
Allen Press
Hilary Edwards, Account Manager
hedwards@allenpress.com
Allen Marketing & Management
Claims & Membership Services
Kay Rose, Association Manager
krose@allenpress.com
HighWire Press
Greg Brown, Mycologia Journal Manager
greg@highwire.stanford.edu
Mycologia Online Feedback / Support
http://www.mycologia.org/feedback
STANDING COMMITTEES
Education
Matthew Smith–Chair (2011 – 2015)
trufflesmith@gmail.com
Sarah Bergeman (2010 – 2013)
Sarah.Bergemann@mtsu.edu

Membership
Jose Herrera–Chair (2010-2014)
jherrera@truman.edu

Nomenclature
Roy Halling–Chair (2010 – 2014)
rhalling@nybg.org

Endowment
Karen Hughes–Chair (2009-2013)
khughes@utk.edu
Jessie Glaeser (2012-2014)
jessieglaeser@yahoo.com
Don Hemmes (2011-2015)
hemmes@hawaii.edu
Cathie Aime (2012-2016)
maime@purdue.edu
Marc Cubeta, ex officio, Treasurer
marc_cubeta@ncsu.edu

Christopher Schardl (2012-2017)
schardl@uky.edu

Mary Berbee, ex officio, President

Alex Weir, Past Chair
Mary Berbee, ex officio, President

Karling Annual Lecture
Cameron Currie–Chair (2010-2013)
currie@bact.wisc.edu

Honorary Awards
John Taylor–Chair (2010 – 2013)
jtaylor@berkeley.edu

Anne Pringle (2011-2014)
pringle@oeb.harvard.edu

Mary Palm (2011-2014)
mary.palm@aphis.usda.gov

Joe Heitman (2012-2015)
Heitm001@duke.edu

Meredith Blackwell (2012-2015)
mblackwell@lsu.edu

Brian Shaw, ex officio, Past Chair
Liaison with Amateur Mycological
Clubs & Societies
Andy Wilson–Chair (2010-2013)
awilson@chicagobotanic.org

Greg Mueller, ex officio, Past Chair

Jim Worrall (2012-2016)
coniophora@gmail.com

Ning Zhang (2009-2014)
zhang@aesop.rutgers.edu

Marc Cubeta, Treasurer
marc_cubeta@ncsu.edu

Betty Strack (2010-2015)
bstrack@fieldmuseum.org

Mary Berbee, ex officio, President
International
Kevin Hyde–Chair (2010-2014)
Kdhyde3@gmail.com

David Geiser (2011-2016)
dgeiser@psu.edu

Neale Bougher, ex officio, Past Chair

ROTATING COMMITTEES
– GENERAL SERVICE

Francois Lutzoni (2011-2016)
flutzoni@duke.edu

Research Awards
Teresa Pawlowska–Chair (2008–2013)
Tep8@cornell.edu

Maria Alice Neves (2011-2015)
maliceneves@gmail.com

John McKemy, ex officio, Past Chair

ROTATING COMMITTEES – AWARDS

Martha Powell (2009-2013)
mpowell@biology.as.ua.edu

Håvard Kaserud (2009-2013)
haavarka@bio.uio.no

Tim James (2012-2016)
tyjames@umich.edu

Andrew Minnis (2009-2013)
dminnis1@hotmail.com

Louise Glass (2010-2015)
lglass@nature.berkeley.edu

K.Martin Ryberg (2010-2014)
kryberg@utk.edu

Julia Kerrigan (2011-2015)
jkerrig@clemson.edu

Keith Seifert (2010-2014)
Keith.Seifert@agr.gc.ca

Electronic Communication
& Web Page Management
Kathie T Hodge, Webmaster (2010-2014)
kh11@cornell.edu

Finance
Lisa Castlebury–Chair (2012-2015)
lcastlebury@gmail.com

Antonio Izzo (2010-2014)
aizzo@elon.edu

D. Jean Lodge, ex officio, Past Chair

Alex Weir (2010–2013)
aweir@mailbox.syr.edu

Jeff Stone, ex officio, Mycologia EIC
Don Natvig, ex officio, Inoculum Editor
Lori Carris, ex officio, MSA Executive Vice
President
Kay Rose, ex officio, Allen Press
Julie Noblitt, ex officio, HighWire Press

Student Awards
Imke Schmitt–Chair (2009-2013)
imke.schmitt@senckenberg.de

Marin Talbot Brewer (2012-2016)
mtbrewer@uga.edu

Beth Frieders (2011-2014)
frieders@uwplatt.edu

Antonio Izzo (2011-2013)
aizzo@elon.edu

Todd Osmundson, ex officio, Past Chair

Suzanne Joneson (2011-2015)
suzanne.joneson@gmail.com

Matt Keirle (2011-2014)
keirlem@scf.edu

Tom Volk (2012-2015)
volk.thom@uwlax.edu

Brian Perry (2012-2016)
baperry@hawaii.edu

Andy Wilson (2011-2013)
awilson@chicagobotanic.org

Mycological Society Distinctions
Tom Bruns–Chair (2012-2014)
pogon@berkeley.edu

Jason Stajich (2011-2015)
jason.stajich@ucr.edu

Matias Cafaro (2011-2015)
matcaf@gmail.com

Nathan Wilson (2010-2013)
nwilson@eol.org
(Amateur appointment)
Joe McFarland (2011-2014)
illinoismushrooms@intrnet.net
(Amateur appointment)
Bradley Kropp (2012-2015)
brad.kropp@usu.edu

Peter Kennedy (2012-2017)
pkennedy@lclark.edu

Else Vellinga, ex officio, Past Chair

Dennis Desjardin, ex officio, Past Chair
Mentor Student Travel Awards
Heather Hallen-Adams–Chair (2009-2013)
hhallen-adams2@unl.edu
Melissa McCormick (2010-2014)
mccormickm@si.edu

Nominations
James B. Anderson–Chair (2009–2013)
janderso@utm.utoronto.ca
Meredith Blackwell (2010-2014)
mblackwell@lsu.edu
Continued on following page
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American Mushroom Institute
Richard W. Kerrigan
rwkres@windstream.net

Rytas Vilgalys (2011-2015)
fungi@duke.edu

Clement K.M. Tsui (2012-2016)
clementsui@gmail.com

Tom Bruns (2012-2016)
pogon@berkeley.edu

Charles Bacon (2012-2016)
Charles.Bacon@ars.usda.gov

Don E Hemmes, ex officio, Past Chair

Matthew D Greif, ex officio, Past Chair

American Type Culture Collection
Conrad L. Schoch
schoch2@ncbi.nlm.nih.gov

Program
Kerry O’Donnell–Chair (2010-2013)
kerry.odonnell@ars.usda.gov

Genetics & Cell Biology
Myron Smith–Chair (2009-2013)
Myron_Smith@carleton.ca

International Mycological Association
Gerald Bills (2010 – 2014)
gerald.bills@medinaandalucia.es

Sharon Cantrell (2011-2014)
scantrel@suagm.edu

Albert Torzilli (2010-2014)
atorzill@gmu.edu

Susan Kaminskyj (2012-2015)
susan.kaminskyj@usask.ca

Scott Baker (2011-2015)
scott.baker@pnl.gov

International Union of Microbiological
Societies (US National Committee)
Scott Baker (2012-2015)
scott.baker@pnnl.gov

Anne Pringle (2012-2013)
pringle@oeb.harvard.edu

Li-Jun Ma (2012-2016)
lijun@psis.umass.edu

D. Jean Lodge, ex officio, Past Chair
Joey Spatafora, ex officio, President-Elect

Terry Hill, ex officio, Past Chair

ROTATING COMMITTEES
– SPECIFIC EXPERTISE
Biodiversity
Cathy Cripps–Chair (2009–2013)
Ccripps@montana.edu
Kabir Peay (2010-2014)
kpeay@berkeley.edu
Juliano Baltazar (2011-2015)
Baltazar.jm@hotmail.com
Matt Smith (2012-2016)
trufflesmith@gmail.com
Maria Alice Neves, ex officio, Past Chair
Culture Collections
Gerard Adams–Chair (2009-2013)
gadams3@unl.edu
Kevin McCluskey (2010-2014)
mccluskeyk@umkc.edu
Daniel Lindner (2011-2015)
dlindner@fs.fed.us
Andrew Miller (2012-2016)
amiller7@illinois.edu
Joseph F Bischoff, ex officio, Past Chair
Ecology
Andrea Porras-Alfaro–Chair (2009-2013)
porrasalfaro@gmail.com
Nicole Hynson (2010-2014)
nhynson@uci.edu
Christopher Crabtree (2011-2015)
cdcrabtre@hotmail.com
Anthony Amend (2012-2016)
amend@hawaii.edu, aamend@uci.edu
Harold Keller, ex officio, Past Chair
Environmental Health & Medical Mycology
Lauraine Hawkins–Chair (2008–2013)
Lkh1@psu.edu
Elliot Horner (2010-2014)
ehorner@aqs.com

Phytopathology
Kelly Ivors–Chair (2009-2013)
kelly_ivors@ncsu.edu
Eric Boehm, Jr. (2010-2014)
eboehmjr@gmail.com
Andre Levesque (2011-2015)
Andre.Levesque@agr.gc.ca
Gretchen Kuldau (2012-2016)
Gak10@psu.edu
James J Worrall, ex officio, Past Chair
Conservation
Gregory M Mueller–Chair (2008–2013)
gmueller@chicagobotanic.org
Else Vellinga (2009-2013)
ecvellinga@comcast.net
Todd Osmundson (2010-2014)
toddo@berkeley.edu
Jean Bérube (2012-2016)
Jean.Berube@RNCan-NRCan.gc.ca
Sharon A Cantrell, ex officio, Past Chair

Natural Sciences Collections Alliance
Andrew Miller (2012-2015)
amiller7@illinois.edu
SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS
& APPOINTMENTS
Awards Coordinator
Andy Methven (2011-2013)
asmethven@eiu.edu
Historian
Ron Petersen (2012-2013)
repete@utk.edu
Liaison for Society Incorporation
Nor Faridah Dahlan (2012)
DAHLANNO@si.edu
Memorials Publications Committee
Ron Petersen, Chair, Historian
repete@utk.edu
Jeffrey Stone, Mycologia Editor-in-Chief
stonej@science.oregonstate.edu
Mary Berbee, President
berbee@mail.ubc.ca
Representative to the Collections Web
Research Coordination Network
Meredith Blackwell (2010-2013)
mblackwell@lsu.edu

AFFILIATES AND ASSIGNMENTS
REPRESENTATIVES

Affiliated Mycological Societies - Regional
Boston Mycological Club (BMC)
Illinois Mycological Association (IMA)
Oregon Mycological Society (OMS)
Allied/Sister Mycological Societies – National & International
African Mycological Association
Australasian Mycological Society
British Mycological Society (BMS)
Latin American Mycological Society (ALM)
Mycological Society of China (MSC)
Mycological Society of Japan (MSJ)
North American Mycological Association
(NAMA)

American Association for the Advancement of Science (Committee of Section G:
Biology)
Linda Kohn (2012–2015)
Linda.kohn@utoronto.ca

Honorary Societies & Institutes
British Mycological Society
Centraalbureau voor Schimmelcultures
(CBS) 2004
Mycological Society of Japan 2005

ANNUAL MEETING COMMITTEES
MSA 2013 Local Arrangements
Brian Shaw, bdshaw@tamu.edu
MSA 2014 Local Arrangments
Frances Trail, trail@msu.edu
Annual Foray Coordinator
Harold Keller Foray Coordinator 2013
haroldkeller@hotmail.com

American Institute of Biological Sciences
Vacant
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MyCOLOGICAL NEwS
Ernst E. Both, 1930-2012
Ernst Both, retired Director of the Buffalo Museum of Science, died on August 26. A native of western Romania, his home
town was overrun by the German army in WW II, and the town
was ordered evacuated. Together with family members, Both fled
to Austria in 1944 (at age 14). There he studied astronomy at an
“underground university.” In 1950, he (and family) migrated to
Buffalo, New York, aided by the Lutheran Church in that city.
Both embarked on a second education with a bachelor’s degree in modern languages (minor in biology) and a master’s degree in medieval languages from the University of Buffalo. He
began doctoral studies at Washington University, St. Louis, but
a job offer as curator of astronomy at the Buffalo Museum of Science intervened, commencing in 1959. Serving as acting director
on occasion, Ernst became Director of the Museum in 1984, and
served until retirement in 1995.
His career at the Museum was dotted with numerous accomplishments, but in addition to his administrative duties, he re-

tained a serious avocation in mycology, in which he focused on
the boletes, to which he had gravitated as survival food in the aftermath of WW II. Author or co-author of some 25 papers in mycology, his magnum opus was “The Boletes of North America –
a compendium” (1993). Bothia, proposed as a new genus of boletes, was named for him in 2007.
Ernst participated in numerous regional forays over many
years and was always a supporter of mycologists and their research projects, especially in his favorite fungi.
Ernst Both occasionally quipped that he was “privileged” to
have been shot at by the Germans, the Russians and the Americans in World War II. He joins other deceased mycologists of the
generation which survived that epoch, thereafter to establish careers in our chosen discipline.
—Ron Petersen
MSA Historian

Jose Carmine Dianese honored

Figure 1. professor Emeritus
José Carmine Dianese

Professor Jose Carmine Dianese, MSA Honorary Member (2010)
at the University of Brasília, Brazil was elected by the unaminous vote
of the University High Council, the 77th Emeritus Professor of the University of Brasília. He is the first Mycologist to earn such a distinction
in the history of the University.
Professor Dianese described more than 100 species and 20 genera
of mostly leaf inhabiting fungi from understudied and threaten habitats,
notably from the Brazilian Cerrado, and organized the collection of tens
of thousands of specimens for the Mycological Collection of the UB
Herbarium. He is also an Honorary Member of the Latin-American Society of Mycology (2008) and has held the following positions in the
past years: President of VI Brazilian Congress of Mycology (2010);
Member of the Executive Committee of the International Mycological
Association (1994/98, 2006/10, 2010/2014); Member of the Mycology
Committee of the American Phytopathological Society (2004/07,
2007/11, 2011/13); Member of the International Commission on the
Taxonomy of Fungi (2006/10, 2010/14) affiliated to the International
Mycological Association; President, the Latin-American Society of
Mycology (2002-2005); President of VI Latin American Congress of
Mycology (2005); Member of the Editorial Council of IMA Fungus,
journal of the International Mycological Association (CBS - The
Netherlands, 2010); Member of the International Commission for Fungal taxonomy (IMA); and Member of the Permanent Nomenclature
Committee for Fungi of the International Association of Plant Taxonomists (2011-2015).
Professor Dianese has trained 33 graduate students, of which
twelve are or have been University teachers in Brazil and one in Chile,
and published more than 100 research papers in Brazilian and International
Journals.
His
C.V.
is
available
at
http://lattes.cnpq.br/2924779756458377.
—Adalberto Café-Filho
Universidade de Brasília, Brazil
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Larry Grand Retires
Dr. Larry Frank Grand, professor with a joint appointment in the
Departments of Plant Pathology and
Forestry at North Carolina State University retired after 45 years of dedicated service to the profession and
university. A native of Lock Haven,
Pennsylvania, Dr. Grand quickly realized his passion for forest pathology and mycology as an undergraduate at Pennsylvania State University
working summers for the Pennsylvania Bureau of Forestry. Following
his B. S. and M.S. in forestry at Penn
State, Dr. Grand headed west to
Washington State University where
he completed the Ph.D. degree under
the internationally recognized mycologist Dr. Jack Rogers. After joinDr. Larry
ing NC State University in 1967 as
an assistant professor, Dr. Grand
quickly rose through the ranks to
professor in 1976 and also served as interim department
head from 1990 to 1992.
Dr. Grand has had a remarkable career and impact as
a teacher and mentor both in and out of the classroom. As
an undergraduate advisor, Dr. Grand counseled numerous
students in the biological sciences some of whom even
completed internships with him on various mycological
topics. Dr. Grand maintained an ‘open door policy’ welcoming both undergraduate and graduate students whenever they sought his counsel.
Dr. Grand taught numerous undergraduate courses including Forest Pathology, Introduction to Mycology, and
Kingdom of Fungi that reached over 1,500 students as well
as graduate courses on Advanced Mycology, Plant Disease
Diagnosis, and Colloquium. In the classroom, Dr. Grand
was a master teacher, able to reach students of all different
learning styles. His genuine enthusiasm in lecturing and
counseling students was a hallmark of his career. Students
have always appreciated his effort to provide well-documented teaching aids for lectures and labs along with welldelivered lectures. Shortly after he began teaching, students nominated him for the Alumni Outstanding Teaching
Award. As his teaching accomplishments continued he
was named Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Professor, a limited recognition at the University. His colleagues’
appreciation of his exemplary teaching ability was recognized by receipt of the William H. Weston Award for
Teaching Excellence from the Mycological Society of
America in 1998 and the Excellence in Teaching Award
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from the America Phytopathological
Society in 2002.
Dr. Grand’s research program
focused on ectomycorrhizae, Phytophthora root rot of Fraser fir and
the biodiversity of wood decay fungi
in North Carolina ecosystems. Along
with his graduate students, Dr.
Grand investigated the role of plantation fertilization on growth of pine
in relation to ectomycorrhizae development and basidiocarp formation as
well as the diversity of species of
mycorrhizal fungi in pine plantations
and natural habitats. Dr. Grand along
with colleagues and students assessed disease loss from Phytophthora root rot of Fraser fir and the
Phytophthora species involved. He
Frank Grand
also authored then updated the North
Carolina Plant Disease Index, a resource that is widely cited.
Dr. Grand’s greatest passion in research, however,
was the study of fungi particularly those causing wood
decay. As part of the All Taxa Biodiversity Inventory for
the Great Smoky Mountain National Park, Dr. Grand and
his students made numerous foray’s to collect and identify
wood decay fungi in the park. As a result a series of papers
on the biogeography and hosts of poroid wood decay fungi
in North Carolina were published. This work was also expanded to piedmont and maritime forests in North Carolina through the North Carolina Parks and Recreation Areas
program of biological inventory in which he collected and
identified fungi in all groups.
Early on in his career as curator of the mycological
herbarium in the department, Dr. Grand was adding more
than 70 new accessions of fungi to the collection each
year. Recently Dr. Grand and a colleague received an NSF
grant to digitize the collection and make it available on the
Internet. In recognition of his passion for fungi and long
time commitment to the herbarium (now 8,000 accessions), it was renamed the Dr. Larry F. Grand Mycological
Herbarium.
Dr. Grand is a long time member of MSA and has organized forays and workshops at annual meetings of the
Society. In retirement, he will continue as a part-time curator of the herbarium as well as spend more time foraying,
fishing, and traveling with his wife, Harriett.
—Mike Benson
Department of Plant Pathology
North Carolina State University

MyCOLOGICAL CLASSIFIEDS
Mold and Fungus Testing and Identification Services
Biochallenge tests for ink, microfluidic materials; testing
for resistance of materials to fungal invasion. Identification
of fungal contaminants in manufactured products. Epifluorescent microbial detection in deionized water systems, microfluidic devices, medical fluids, manufactured goods.

Identification of fungi from buildings, animal and plant diseases. 10% discount for regular and sustaining MSA members. Email info@pacificanalytical.com. For more information see www.pacificanalytical.com

Biological Control, Biotechnology and Regulatory Services
Center for Regulatory Research, LLC specializes in regulatory
permit application services for biological control and biotechnology
organisms/products. Let us evaluate your research discoveries for
commercial potential and environmental impacts. We also offer assistance with writing proposals for SBIR grant programs (Small Busi-

ness Innovation Research) that fund new commercial ventures. Contact Dr. Sue Cohen by email (sdcohen@regresearch.com) or by
phone (612-246-3838). For more information about our company,
visit our website at www.regresearch.com.

Mycologia Issues Available
I am willing to sell printed issues of Mycologia from
1986, Vol. 178, No. 1 through 2005, Vol. 97, No. 1 for the
cost of shipping. The set is complete between the stated is-

sues. If interested please contact Blaise A. Darveaux by email
at bdarveaux@mycosynthetix.com.

MyCOLOGICAL JOBS
Two faculty positions: fungal evolution/microbial systems
The College of Biological Sciences at the University of
Minnesota announces up to two tenure-track positions in fungal biology at the assistant professor or associate professor
level. The position(s) will complement a faculty cluster focused on plant and fungal evolution. Research that facilitates
collaborations in evolutionary genomics, phylogenetic systematics, evolutionary ecology, molecular biology or cellular
biology of fungi is of special interest. We welcome applicants
working in any area of fungal biology and are particularly interested in those whose research explores the interface between organismal and genetic approaches to the study of evolutionary processes.

The position(s) in the Fungal Evolution cluster are part of a
larger cluster hiring effort. The College of Biological Sciences at
the University of Minnesota is hiring 16 scientists to form six interdisciplinary clusters in emerging areas of biology that connect
with other STEM disciplines. The research clusters are organized
around the following research themes: cellular biophysics, functional proteomics, fungal evolution, genome variation, microbial
systems and synthetic biology, and theoretical biology. Visit the
college’s cluster hiring website for detailed information and to
apply: z.umn.edu/cbsclusterhiring. Applicants are encouraged to
submit materials by November 1, 2012 for consideration by the
search committee.

REMINDER: MSA Directory Update
Is your information up-to-date in the MSA directory? The Society is relying more and more on email to
bring you the latest MSA news, awards announcements and other timely information, and our newsletter. To
ensure that you receive Society blast emails and the Inoculum as soon as it comes out, and so that your colleagues can keep in touch, please check the accuracy of your email address and contact information in the online directory. This can be accessed via our web site at www.msafungi.org. If you need assistance with updating your membership information, or help with your membership log-in ID and password, please contact
Kay Rose, Association Manager at Allen Press, at krose@allenpress.com.
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position Vacancy in plant Systematics and herbarium Director
The Department of Biology, University of Puerto Rico,
Mayagüez (UPRM, www.uprm.edu/biology) invites applicants for a Tenure-track Position as Assistant Professor in
Plant Systematics and Herbarium Director to begin August
2013 or until position is filled. A Ph.D. degree is required,
post-doctoral experience desired. Candidates must demonstrate teaching skills for undergraduate courses in General
Botany, Plant Taxonomy and the ability to design and develop courses in the area of specialty. The successful candidate
is expected to submit proposals for the establishment of an
active research program (short, medium and long term). The
candidate will also have his/her teaching duties and direct the
MAPR Herbarium. The latter involves to: develop a research
program in the Caribbean flora, organize and coordinate the
exchange program, curate specimens, represent the herbarium in regional meetings, acquire resources to maintain and
improve facilities, supervise the herbarium personnel, and supervise maintenance of the MAPR web page. Research collaboration with other faculty as well as both undergraduate
and graduate students is desirable. The appointment will consist of 25% herbarium direction and 75% of teaching and re-

search. External funds, when obtained, will allow eligibility
for release time and/or additional compensation during the
academic year and/or summer. UPRM is a Land-Grant, SeaGrant, and Space-Grant institution; interaction with faculty
and researchers in these fields is encouraged. Puerto Rico
represents a suitable setting to develop research in tropical
systems, and the University of Puerto Rico stimulates collaboration with active faculty and students in a wide range of the
Biological Sciences and Biotechnology. Benefits include
health insurance, retirement plan and tuition waivers in the
UPR system for immediate family members according to the
Certification 50 2011-2012 of the University of Puerto Rico.
Knowledge of English and Spanish, or a willingness to learn
is required. Please send Curriculum Vitae, statements of research interests and teaching philosophy, and contact information for three references (by e-mail with hardcopy to follow) by January 15, 2013 to Dr. Nanette Diffoot
(nanette.diffoot@upr.edu), Department of Biology, University of Puerto Rico, Mayagüez Campus, Call Box 9000,
Mayagüez, Puerto Rico 00681-9000. The University of Puerto Rico is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Mycological Society of America — Gift Membership Form
Sponsoring a gift membership in MSA offers tangible support both for the recipient of the membership as
well as for mycology in general. Providing both Mycologia and Inoculum, a gift membership is an excellent way to further the efforts of our mycological colleagues, especially those who cannot afford an MSA
membership. In addition to a feeling of great satisfaction, you also will receive a convenient reminder
for renewal of the gift membership the following year.
I want to provide an MSA Gift Membership to the following individual:
Name ________________________________________________________________________________________
Institution ______________________________________________________________________________________
Complete Address ______________________________________________________________________________
Phone _____________________ FAX _________________________ Email _______________________
Please send renewal notices to:
(YOUR name) __________________________________________________________________________________
(YOUR address) ________________________________________________________________________________
Phone _______________________ FAX _______________________ Email _______________________
I agree to pay $98* for this membership by check (payable to MSA, drawn on US bank) ___ VISA ___ Mastercard ___
Acct. # _________________ Name (as it appears on card) _____________________________ Exp. date __________
Send this form to: MSA Business Office, PO Box 1897, Lawrence KS 66044
or FAX to (785) 843-1274, Attn: Processing Department
*If this membership is given after June 1, please add $10 to cover postage for past issues.
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MyCOLOGy ON-LINE
Below is an alphabetical list of websites featured in Inoculum. Those wishing to add sites to this directory or to edit addresses should email
dnatvig@gmail.com. Unless otherwise notified, listings will be automatically deleted after one year (at the editors discretion).
A New Web Page About Tropical Fungi, Hongos Del Parque “El Haya” (58-5)
hongosdelhaya.blogspot.com/

Index of Fungi
www.indexfungorum.org/names/names.asp

ASCOFrance.com, a very useful site for illustrations of ascomycetes including anamorphs (accessible in both French and English)
ascofrance.com/?lang=us

Interactive Key to Hypocreales of Southeastern United States (57-2)
nt.ars-grin.gov/sbmlweb/fungi/keydata.cfm
ISHAM: the International Society for Human and Animal Mycology
www.isham.org

Ascomycota of Sweden
www.umu.se/myconet/asco/indexASCO.html
Basidiomycete Research Group (University of Helsinki, Finland) studies
systematics, ecology and evolution of fungi in forest environment.
www.basidio.fi

JSTOR (58-3)
jstor.org
Libri Fungorum Mycological Publications (58-3)
194.203.77.76/LibriFungorum/

Bibliography of Systematic Mycology
www.speciesfungorum.org/BSM/bsm.htm

Mold Testing and Identification Services (58-2)
www.pioneer.net/~microbe/abbeylab.html

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory; Meetings & Courses Programs (58-2)
meetings.cshl.edu

McCrone Research Institute is an internationally recognized not-for-profit
institute specializing primarily in teaching applied microscopy. 59(4)
www.mcri.org

Collection of 800 Pictures of Macro- and Micro-fungi
www.mycolog.com
Cordyceps Website
www.mushtech.org
Cornell Mushroom Blog (58-1)
http://blog.mycology.cornell.edu/
Cortbase (58-2)
andromeda.botany.gu.se/cortbase.html
Corticoid Nomenclatural Database (56-2)
www.phyloinformatics.org/
The Cybertruffle internet server for mycology seeks to provide information about fungi from a global standpoint (59-3).
www.cybertruffle.org.uk
Cyberliber, a digital library for mycology (59-3).
www.cybertruffle.org.uk/cyberliber
Cybernome provides nomenclatural and taxonomic information about
fungi and their associated organisms, with access to over 548,000 records
of scientific names (59-3).
www.cybertruffle.org.uk/cybernome
Dictionary of The Fungi Classification
www.indexfungorum.org/names/fundic.asp
Distribution Maps of Caribbean Fungi (56-2)
www.biodiversity.ac.psiweb.com/carimaps/index.htm
Entomopathogenic Fungal Culture Collection (EFCC)
www.mushtech.org
Fungal Environmental Sampling and Informatics Network (58-2)
www.bio.utk.edu/fesin/
Fungi of Ecuador
www.mycokey.com/Ecuador.html
German Mycological Society DGfM
www.dgfm-ev.de
Glomeromycota PHYLOGENY
amf-phylogeny.com
MYCO-LICH facilitates mycology and lichenology studies in Iran.
www.myco-lich.com
Mycologia
mycologia.org
Humboldt Institute — Located on the eastern coast of Maine, the institute
is known for the extensive series of advanced and professional-level natural history seminars it has offered in Maine since 1987, along with ecological restoration seminars and expeditions to the neotropics. It publishes the Northeastern Naturalist and Southeastern Naturalist, two scholarly,
peer-reviewed, natural history science journals.
www.eaglehill.us
Website relating to the taxonomy of the Hysteriaceae & Mytilinidiaceae
(Pleosporomycetidae, Dothideomycetes, Ascomycota) to facilitate species
identification using a set of updated and revised keys based on those first
published by Hans Zogg in 1962. 59(4)
www.eboehm.com/

Mountain Justice Summer (58-3)
www.MountainJusticeSummer.org
Mycology Education Mart where all relevant mycology courses can be
posted. www2.bio.ku.dk/mycology/courses/
MycoKey
www.mycokey.com
The Myconet Classification of the Ascomycota
www.fieldmuseum.org/myconet
New Electronic Journal about mushrooms from Southeast Mexico (61-4)
http://fungavera.blogspot.com
Northeast Mycological Federation (NEMF) foray database (58-2)
www.nemfdata.org
Pacific Northwest Fungi — A peer-reviewed online journal for information
on fungal natural history in Alaska, British Columbia, Idaho, Montana,
Oregon and Washington, including taxonomy, nomenclature, ecology,
and biogeography.
www.pnwfungi.org/
Pleurotus spp.
www.oystermushrooms.net
Rare, Endangered or Under-recorded Fungi in Ukraine (56-2)
www.cybertruffle.org.uk/redlists/index.htm
Registry of Mushrooms in Art
members.cox.net/mushroomsinart/
Robigalia provides information about field observations, published records
and reference collection specimens of fungi and their associated organisms, with access to over 685,000 records (59-3).
www.cybertruffle.org.uk/robigalia
Searchable database of culture collection of wood decay fungi (56-6)
www.fpl.fs.fed.us/rwu4501/index.html
Small Things Considered — A microbe blog on microbes in general, but
carries occasional pieces specifically on fungi.
schaechter.asmblog.org/schaechter/
Tree canopy biodiversity project University of Central Missouri (58-4)
faculty.cmsu.edu/myxo/
Trichomycete site includes monograph, interactive keys, a complete
database, world literature, etc. (61-4)
www.nhm.ku.edu/~fungi
The TRTC Fungarium (58-1)
bbc.botany.utoronto.ca/ROM/TRTCFungarium/home.php
U.S. National Fungus Collections (BPI)
Complete Mushroom Specimen Database (57-1)
www.ars.usda.gov/ba/psi/sbml
Valhalla provides information about past mycologists, with names, dates of
birth and death and, in some cases, biographies and/or portraits (59-3).
www.cybertruffle.org.uk/valhalla
Website for the mycological journal Mycena (56-2)
www.mycena.org/index.htm
Wild Mushrooms From Tokyo
www.ne.jp/asahi/mushroom/tokyo/
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
NOTE TO MEMBERS:
Those wishing to list upcoming mycological courses, workshops, conventions, symposia, and forays in the Calendar of Events should include complete postal/electronic addresses and submit to
Inoculum editor Don Natvig at dnatvig@gmail.com.
December 13-16, 2012
NAMA Foray
Scotts Valley, CA
http://www.namyco.org/

Aug 10-14, 2013
Mycological Society of America
with the American Phytopathological Society
Austin, TX

March 12-17, 2013
The 27th Fungal Genetics Conference
Asilomar Conference Center
Pacific Grove, CA
http://www.fgsc.net/announc.html

Aug 25-31, 2013
10th International Congress of Plant Pathology
Beijing, China

MSA Sustaining Members 2012
The Society is extremely grateful for the continuing support of its Sustaining Members. Please
patronize them and, whenever possible, let their representatives know of our appreciation.

Fungi perfecti
Attn: Paul Stamets
PO Box 7634
Olympia, WA, 98507
(360)426-9292
info@fungi.com
Mycotaxon, Ltd.
Attn: Richard P. Korf
PO Box 264
Ithaca, NY, 14851-0264
(607) 273-0508
info@mycotaxon.com
Triarch, Inc.
Attn: P.L. Conant - President
PO Box 98
Ripon, WI, 54971
(920)748-5125
Sylvan, Inc.
Attn: Mark Wach
Research Dept Library
198 Nolte Drive
Kittanning, PA, 16201
(724)543-3948
mwach@sylvaninc.com

Syngenta Seeds, Inc.
Attn: Rita Kuznia
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